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We study the problem of strategically eliciting the preferences of a decision-maker through a moderate

number of pairwise comparison queries with the goal of making them a high quality recommendation for

a specific decision-making problem. We are particularly motivated by applications in high stakes domains,

such as when choosing a policy for allocating scarce resources to satisfy basic human needs (e.g., kidneys

for transplantation or housing for those experiencing homelessness) where a consequential recommendation

needs to be made from the (partially) elicited preferences. We model uncertainty in the preferences as being

set based and investigate two settings: a) an offline elicitation setting, where all queries are made at once,

and b) an online elicitation setting, where queries are selected sequentially over time in an adaptive fashion.

We propose robust optimization formulations of these problems which integrate the preference elicitation

and recommendation phases with aim to either maximize worst-case utility or minimize worst-case regret,

and study their complexity. For the offline case, where active preference elicitation takes the form of a

two and half stage robust optimization problem with decision-dependent information discovery, we provide

an equivalent reformulation in the form of a mixed-binary linear program which we solve via column-and-

constraint generation. For the online setting, where active preference learning takes the form of a multi-

stage robust optimization problem with decision-dependent information discovery, we propose a conservative

solution approach. Numerical studies on synthetic data demonstrate that our methods outperform state-of-

the art approaches from the literature in terms of worst-case rank, regret, and utility.

We showcase how our methodology can be used to assist a homeless services agency in choosing a policy for

allocating scarce housing resources of different types to people experiencing homelessness. We use historical

data to generate candidate counterfactual housing allocation policies that differ in their fairness, efficiency,

and interpretability characteristics and elicit the agency’s values over these attributes.
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1. Introduction

Automated recommendation and decision-support systems are routinely used in many aspects of

our lives, e.g., to select adds to display (Li et al. 2010), to suggest products to purchase (Gomez-

Uribe and Hunt 2016), or a route to take (Dai et al. 2015). Increasingly, they are used to make

recommendations about consequential decisions in high stakes settings, e.g., to suggest a treat-

ment plan to follow (Blasiak et al. 2020) or to prioritize transplant patients for deceased donor

kidneys (Bertsimas et al. 2013). Yet, many of these decisions are multifaceted, requiring hard trade-

offs to be made. For example, when choosing a treatment, one needs to balance its effectiveness

(e.g., reduce pain) with potential risks (e.g., side effects), see Johnson et al. (2013).

Thus, to be able to make a recommendation likely to be adopted, the decision-support system

needs to elicit the preferences of its user. Preference elicitation is achieved through either revealed

* Previous title: Active preference elicitation via adjustable robust optimization
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preference data (Samuelson 1948) or stated preference surveys (Kroes and Sheldon 1988). The

most common surveys are conjoint studies (Green and Srinivasan 1978, 1990) which model choices

as vectors of attributes (as in multi-attribute utility theory (Dyer et al. 1992)) and characterize

preferences in terms of a vector whose elements indicate how much the user values each attribute.

The survey consists of several queries that ask the user to either select their preferred item among

two alternatives (choice-based conjoint) or to state the strength of their preference between two

items (metric-paired comparisons). The former is often preferred as it yields fewer response errors

and surveys typically involve a moderate number of queries (∼10) to avoid tiring the user.

In this paper, we study the problem of eliciting the preferences of a user using a moderate number

of pairwise comparison (choice-based conjoint) queries with the goal of making them a high quality

recommendation for a specific decision-making problem. We call this problem, where elicitation and

recommendation phases are inextricably linked, active preference elicitation. We are particularly

motivated by applications in high stakes low resource domains where revealed preference data is not

available, where the number of attributes that characterize a recommendation is often large, and

where a consequential recommendation needs to be made from the (partially) elicited preferences.

We consider both an offline elicitation setting, where all queries are selected in advance, and an

online elicitation setting, where the choice of query can be adapted to previous questions and

answers. The former is relevant when working in low resource settings without access to a computer

or when seeking to compare answers across users. The latter should be used whenever feasible

to yield better recommendations. Given the critical nature of the problems we focus on, we aim

to make robust recommendations that either maximize worst-case utility or minimize worst-case

regret accounting for information incompleteness, inconsistencies in the responses, and potential

model misspecifications. We aim to identify queries that are as informative as possible for the

recommendation problem even when answers to queries are “adversarial” in the sense that they

provide as little information as possible to guide the choice of recommendation. This point of view

ensures our system will make recommendations with guaranteed performance. Technically, this

problem can be cast as a robust sequential decision-making problem where the answers to the

queries are uncertain and will only be revealed if the corresponding query is asked; such problems

where information is endogenous are often said to present decision-dependent information discovery

(DDID). We argue that active preference elicitation in this context is highly relevant to practical

problems and requires the development of a new methodological framework.

A concrete motivation for our research is the plight of people experiencing homelessness and the

ethical dilemma of deciding how to prioritize them for scarce housing resources. For example, in

Los Angeles there are over 66,000 persons experiencing homelessness on any given night and only

22,769 housing units became available over the past year. This shortage makes it hard to decide
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on an allocation policy as moral trade-offs need to be made between efficiency (e.g., having the

least possible returns to homelessness) and equity (e.g., giving people resources commensurate to

their needs). These challenges are further complicated by preexisting disparities. For example, in

LA, Black people are four times more represented among those experiencing homelessness than

in the general population (LAHSA 2018). Some agencies may prefer allocation rules that do not

exacerbate inequalities, while others may prefer giving people equal chances. From our discussions

with policy-makers at the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA), the entity in charge

of allocating housing resources in LA, there is consensus that the current matching mechanism is

inadequate as it does not align with particular policy objectives, resulting for example in Black

people returning to homelessness at almost twice the rate of White individuals (LAHSA 2018).

While selecting a policy among two candidates is feasible, articulating a full preference profile is

very challenging. At the same time, the ethical implications of housing allocation require it to

closely reflect the interests of its users. Systems that do not match the needs of those they seek

to help may deter them from seeking access. Systems that do not serve the interests of their users

will result in unintended consequences and may get defunded, exacerbating resource scarcity and

causing additional strain. The role of policy-makers in this context is to find ways to finely balance

the often conflicting interests of those they serve in a way that aligns with their own values.

In recent years, several artificial intelligence driven tools have been proposed to design policies

for matching homeless persons to housing (Azizi et al. 2018, Kube et al. 2019). However, these

methods assume that the preferences of policy-makers are perfectly known. For example, Azizi

et al. (2018) proposed a method for designing interpretable policies that minimize returns to

homelessness while being, in some predefined sense, fair. To the best of our knowledge, no tool

exists for eliciting the value judgements of policy-makers in housing allocation agencies to design

policies that align with them. In fact, in private communications, policy-makers at LAHSA have

described this as a recurring challenge. This is not surprising considering the many difficulties

involved in identifying queries whose responses will be most useful in informing the ultimate choice

of policy. First, selecting queries optimally requires solving a sequential decision-making problem

with decision-dependent information discovery and combinatorial number of uncertain response

scenarios. Second, it requires explicitly accounting for possible inconsistencies in the responses

while also allowing for potential model misspecifications.

The problem we study is not unique to the housing allocation system but is rather encountered

broadly in the design of policy-making systems, in particular those that decide how to allocate

scarce resources needed to satisfy basic needs. Another such system is the US kidney allocation

system (KAS), which provides deceased donor kidneys for transplant to those suffering from end

stage renal disease. As of 2019, there were approximately 95,000 patients on the national kidney
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waiting list and only 23,401 transplants took place. At the same time, there are severe inequities in

kidney disease, with Black people being five times more likely to be affected than Whites (USRDS

2019). Thus, when deciding how to prioritize patients, the Organ Procurement and Transplantation

Network (OPTN) faces ethical challenges and potential bad implications from inadequate allocation

that are not unlike those faced in the housing allocation system.

Our research objective is to select the best possible queries to ask a user faced with a specific

decision-making problem, taking into account any prior information about their preferences. The

choice of queries should result in robust recommendations with the best possible guaranteed per-

formance no matter what the user preferences are, and accounting for information incompleteness,

possible inconsistencies, and potential model misspecifications, making them suitable to deploy in

high stakes settings–we refer to these as robust queries. For example, we aim to elicit the moral

value judgements of the leadership of a housing allocation agency to be able to recommend a policy

that best aligns with them. The idea of examining and comparing sets of policies by looking at

their outcomes is common in policy-making settings, e.g., it is used routinely in the KAS.

The preference elicitation problem has been widely studied in the artificial intelligence (AI), oper-

ations research (OR), and marketing literatures, see Section 2. Several researchers have investigated

elicitation strategies and preference models that can be used to make robust recommendations. Yet,

this large body of work is not well suited to make recommendations in high stakes low resource set-

tings. Indeed, existing methods focus on obtaining unbiased estimates of preferences or on reducing

uncertainty around estimates, rather than on selecting queries that will help explicitly improve the

quality of the robust recommendation. This implies they are likely to result in suboptimal recom-

mendations that do not align well with the values of end users. Moreover, none of the preference

elicitation methods that can be used to make robust recommendations apply to the offline setting.

We consequently utilize techniques from modern adjustable robust optimization that will be able to

provide us with optimality guarantees on the quality of the queries selected while also allowing us

to effectively cope with model misspecifications, inconsistencies, and information incompleteness.

The problem of selecting comparison queries that will explicitly maximize the quality of the

downstream recommendation is a robust optimization problem with DDID (Vayanos et al. 2011,

2019). In particular, active offline (resp. online) elicitation can be cast as a two and a half stage

(resp. multi-stage) problem with DDID. Our framework does not postulate distributions for uncer-

tain parameters and instead models stochasticity by means of optimization variables that lie in

uncertainty sets. This approach builds upon the line of work on polyhedral methods in conjoint

analysis, see Section 2, but provides a different means of modelling inconsistencies that better aligns

with popular choice models from the literature. From a modeling standpoint, the key feature that

sets us apart from existing work is that our choice of queries is precisely guided by the structure
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of the recommendation problem. From a solution perspective, this complicates significantly the

problem of identifying good queries.

Indeed, when explicitly framed as a multi-stage robust optimization problem with DDID, the

preference elicitation problem is particularly challenging: it involves binary adaptive decision vari-

ables (which also control the time of information discovery), discrete uncertainty (the responses

to each queries) which may also be misspecified, an exponential number of response scenarios, a

decision-dependent uncertainty set that involves “non-equalities” (to guarantee that responses are

aligned with some utility model), and a decision-dependent uncertainty set that involves strict

inequalities (to model strict preferences). This type of problem has not been previously stud-

ied in the literature on robust optimization, nor in the very nacent work on robust optimization

with DDID, see Section 2, and we show that it is generally NP-hard. By combining techniques

from polyhedral theory with methods from robust optimization, we demonstrate that the offline

active preference elicitation problems that maximize utility (with arbitrary recommendation set)

or minimize regret (with enumerable recommendation set) can be reformulated equivalently as

mixed-binary linear optimization problems (MBLP) involving a number of decision variables and

constraints that are exponential in the number of queries and propose novel column-and-constraint

generation approaches to solve them. For the online setting, we propose conservative solution

approaches that solve a series of offline problems in a rolling horizon fashion.

We demonstrate the performance of our approaches in terms of quality of the recommendation

and solution times by conducting extensive numerical studies using simulated data for realistic

problem sizes. We also illustrate that changing the recommendation problem from max-min util-

ity to min-max regret impacts the optimal choice of queries to be made, thereby showing the

importance of coupling elicitation and recommendation phases.

We showcase how our methods can be used to assist policy-makers at agencies such as LAHSA

in choosing a policy for allocating housing resources to people experiencing homelessness. We use

historical data to generate candidate counterfactual allocation policies that differ in their fairness,

efficiency, and interpretability characteristics and elicit stakeholder values over these attributes.

Our work contributes to the following literature streams. First, to preference elicitation by pro-

viding a framework for generating provably optimal robust queries for specific recommendation

problems accounting for information incompleteness, model misspecifications, and response incon-

sistencies, making it suitable to deploy in high stakes settings. Second, to robust optimization with

DDID by studying a model with discrete uncertain parameters, exponential number of contin-

gencies, and uncertainty sets involving “non-equalities” and strict-inequalities. Finally, to the OR

literature by developing the first framework for designing policies for allocating housing to those

experiencing homelessness whose characteristics align with human value judgements.
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Notation. Throughout this paper, vectors (matrices) are denoted by boldface lowercase (upper-

case) letters. The kth element of a vector x ∈ Rn (k ≤ n) is denoted by xk. We let e (resp. ei)

denote the vector of all ones (resp. the ith basis vector) of appropriate dimension. With a slight

abuse of notation, we may use the maximum and minimum operators even when the optimum

may not be attained; in such cases, the operators should be understood as suprema and infima,

respectively. Finally, for a logical expression E, we define the indicator function I (E) as I (E) := 1

if E is true and 0 otherwise.

Structure of the Paper. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

related literature. Section 3 formalizes the model of our recommendation system and the preference

model that underlies our approach. Sections 4 and 5 study the max-min utility and min-max regret

active preference elicitation problems, respectively. Section 6 applies our framework to the problem

of designing housing allocation policies that align with human value judgements and Section 7

concludes. The proofs of all statements can be found in the Electronic Companion to the paper.

2. Review of Related Work

Our work lies at the intersection of three literature streams: conjoint analysis in marketing, pref-

erence elicitation in AI, and stochastic and robust optimization with DDID in OR. It is also con-

nected to preference robust optimization, multi-armed bandits, recommender systems, assortment

planning, and dynamic pricing.

Conjoint Analysis. Most of the literature on conjoint analysis is focused on nonadaptive (offline)

elicitation, relies on probability models for learning from discrete choices (McFadden 1974, 2001,

Stern 1990), and builds on the field of experimental design. Queries are chosen to maximize a proxy

of “precision” of the parameter estimates produced from the answers to the queries, see e.g., Arora

and Huber (2001), Huber and Zwerina (1996), Kuhfeld et al. (1994), Kuhfeld (2010).

Several works consider adaptive (online) elicitation and model uncertainty in the utility by

means of a polyhedron. This set, that we refer to as uncertainty set following robust optimization

terminology, is progressively “shrunk” as answers to queries are observed. Toubia et al. (2003) con-

siders metric paired-comparisons while Toubia et al. (2004, 2007) and Bertsimas and O’Hair (2013)

focus on choice-based conjoint queries. These approaches leverage optimization techniques to select

queries one at a time (greedily) in a way that will reduce the size of the resulting uncertainty set as

much as possible. Inconsistencies are handled either by considering distributions supported by mix-

tures of polyhedra (Toubia et al. 2007) or by constraining the number of inconsistencies (Bertsimas

and O’Hair 2013) and recommendations using the analytic center of the uncertainty set (Toubia

et al. 2003, 2004, 2007) or by maximizing worst-case utility (Bertsimas and O’Hair 2013).
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Modeling uncertainty using uncertainty sets as in the polyhedral methods is particularly attractive

when seeking robust solutions–it circumvents the need for estimating distributions and for doing

hard Bayesian updates. We thus build upon this line of research and model uncertainty using

a polyhedron. However, our work has many differences. First, none of the polyhedral methods

apply to the offline setting. Second, our framework explicitly models and solves the elicitation

problem as a sequential decision-making problem. Third, our model of inconsistencies is different:

it restricts errors in the responses to lie in a polyhedral set. Compared with the approach of Toubia

et al. (2007), it does not result in a combinatorial explosion in the number of polyhedra. Relative

to Bertsimas and O’Hair (2013), it ensures that response errors that are unlikely will be excluded,

resulting in a more realistic, less conservative model. These differences ensure that our framework

will result in queries with better performance in terms of worst-case utility or worst-case regret.

Recently, Sauré and Vielma (2019) proposed a new approach to adaptive choice-based conjoint

analysis that is based on Bayesian updating but that preserves some of the attractive interpretabil-

ity properties of the polyhedral method. As this approach decouples elicitation and recommendation

while also taking a probabilistic perspective, it is not well suited to the problems we study.

Preference Elicitation in AI. Online preference elicitation has received considerable attention in

AI. Some of this work takes a Bayesian perspective and relies on heuristics to identify queries (Cha-

jewska et al. 2000, Boutilier 2002, Brochu et al. 2007, Zhao et al. 2018). Others model uncertainty

using polyhedra and focus on gamble queries (Wang and Boutilier 2003, Boutilier et al. 2006).

Utility is usually elicited using heuristics and recommendations are made using the min-max regret

criterion (Viappiani and Kroer 2013). In our work, we also investigate recommendations that min-

imize worst-case regret but focus on choice-based conjoint queries and study also offline elicitation.

The AI community has investigated many applications of preference elicitation, see e.g., Sandholm

and Boutilier (2006), Braziunas and Boutilier (2010), Freedman et al. (2018), Benade et al. (2017).

Stochastic and Robust Optimization with DDID. Stochastic programming (SP) with DDID

dates back to the works of Jonsbr̊aten et al. (1998) and Jonsbr̊aten (1998). Most of this literature

assumes that the uncertain parameters are discretely distributed and models uncertainty by means

of a finite scenario tree whose structure depends on the binary decisions that determine the time

of information discovery (Goel and Grossman 2004, 2006, Goel et al. 2006, Colvin and Maravelias

2010, Gupta and Grossmann 2011). These methods do not apply to our context which involves

also real valued uncertain parameters and we wish to optimize decisions robustly.

Our work most closely relates to RO with DDID (Vayanos et al. 2011, 2019). Vayanos et al.

(2011) propose a decision-rule based approximation approach that relies on a pre-partitioning of

the support of the uncertain parameters. Vayanos et al. (2019) study a solution method based on

the K-adaptability approximation. They also investigate an active preference elicitation problem in
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the context of the US KAS which is however very different from the one we consider in the present

paper. Indeed, queries in Vayanos et al. (2019) correspond to a single item and the user is asked to

quantify “how much” they like the item (on a continuous scale from 0 to 1). Thus, uncertainty is

real-valued and moderately sized whereas our problem presents an exponential search space and an

exponential number of binary contingencies, requiring a fundamentally different solution approach.

In addition, our solution to offline elicitation is exact, whereas their method is approximate.

The problems we study also relate to the works of Nohadani and Roy (2017) and Iancu and

Trichakis (2018) which focus on robust monitoring problems. Nohadani and Roy (2017) consider

problems with time-dependent uncertainty sets that capture increased uncertainty as information

ages and observations “reset uncertainty”. Iancu and Trichakis (2018) consider a system with

evolving state that can be stopped at any time by the decision-maker to yield a time dependent

reward. The decision-maker can choose, in conjunction with the stopping policy, a limited number

of monitoring times when to observe the state of the system. Contrary to these problems the state

of the system does not change in our case, there is a large number of parameters that we can choose

to observe, uncertainty is discrete, and there is a very large number of possible scenarios.

Preference Robust Optimization. There is very rich literature connecting stochastic and robust

optimization and risk preferences (Dentcheva and Ruszczyński 2004, Natarajan et al. 2007, Brown

and Sim 2009, Chen and Sim 2009, Brown et al. 2012, Lam et al. 2013). Our paper most closely

relates to preference robust optimization. This literature assumes that partial information on pref-

erences is available (e.g., through previous surveys) and focuses on making robust recommendations

accounting for ambiguity in risk preferences while capturing sophisticated choice models (Arm-

bruster and Delage 2015, Hu and Mehrotra 2015, Hu et al. 2018, Delage and Li 2018, Delage et al.

2018, Haskell et al. 2018). Differing from this work we study the problem of selecting queries and

focus on learning trade-offs between attributes rather attitudes towards risk.

Multi-Armed Bandits. Multi-armed bandits (MAB) offer a framework for modeling problems

where information is acquired over time as a by-product of decisions (Jones and Gittins 1989).

Extant models account for capacity constraints (Wu et al. 2015), contextual information (Lu et al.

2010, Badanidiyuru et al. 2014), and provide robust formulations (Auer et al. 1995, 2003, Syrgkanis

et al. 2016a,b, Lykouris et al. 2018). The key feature that differentiates our setting is that we do

not obtain a reward as a byproduct of the decisions and that the number of arms is exponential if

we model our problem from this lens. Thus MAB are not suited to tackle our problem.

Recommender Systems. Research on recommender systems aims to help users navigate large

product spaces and has been motivated from web applications, e.g., to generate playlists for video

and music services (Ladeira 2019), or content for social media platforms (Gupta et al. 2013). They

aim to filter content to provide users with an experience that aligns with their preferences while still
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being rich/diverse enough, see e.g., McSherry (2002), Reilly et al. (2005). These methods generally

rely on a lot more data than we can collect and are not well suited for high stakes settings.

Assortment Planning. Static assortment optimization with known choice behavior has been an

active area of research (Van Ryzin and Mahajan 1999, Mahajan and Van Ryzin 2001). Dynamic

assortment optimization which adaptively learns the customers’ choice behavior is receiving increas-

ing attention. Most of this work does not consider the features of the items (Caro and Gallien

2007, Rusmevichientong et al. 2010, Sauré and Zeevi 2013, Agrawal et al. 2019) or focuses on the

pricing problem (Roth et al. 2016, 2020). Our work most closely relates to assortment planning

with contextual models (Cheung and Simchi-Levi 2017, Chen et al. 2020, Oh and Iyengar 2019).

Chen et al. (2019) consider contextual information while also taking a robust viewpoint. However,

their work is based on revealed preferences and focused on multiple customers.

Dynamic Pricing. The literature on dynamic pricing with learning studies pricing in settings

where the demand function is unknown and can be learned as a byproduct of decisions (Kleinberg

and Leighton 2003). A large body of literature has studied this topic including both parametric

(Araman and Caldentey 2009, Broder and Rusmevichientong 2012, Harrison et al. 2012, Chen and

Farias 2013, den Boer and Zwart 2013, Besbes and Zeevi 2012) and non-parametric (Besbes and

Zeevi 2009, Harrison et al. 2013) approaches. The literature also includes models that use a robust

optimization approach (Bertsimas and Vayanos 2017, Cohen et al. 2020). Our work is different in

that we need to learn preferences from pairwise comparison queries and stated preference surveys.

3. Model

In this section, we define the building blocks of our framework that will be used to compute optimal

active preference elicitation strategies in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1. Items, Query and Recommendation Sets, and User Preference Model

Items. We assume that, when choosing one product (e.g., policy) over another, a user is basing

their decision on the attributes of the options, as in conjoint analysis. Thus, we characterize each

item x by its J attributes and model it as a point in a J-dimensional Cartesian space, i.e., x=

(x1, . . . ,xJ), where xj ∈R, j = 1, . . . , J , denotes the jth attribute of item x∈RJ . In this work, we

are motivated by settings where J is high-dimensional (in the order of 10 or 20 for example). We

denote the universe of all item configurations that are possible to produce by X ⊆RJ .

Query Set. We letQ⊆X denote the query set, i.e., the set of items that the recommender system

can use to build queries. We assume that query set Q has finite cardinality I ≥ 2 and index items

in this set by i ∈ I := {1, . . . , I}. We denote the ith item by xi ∈ RJ , i.e., Q := {xi | i∈ I}. This

assumption is very common and also natural–e.g., in policy-making settings such as during the

OPTN Kidney Transplantation Committee Meetings, there is usually a finite number of candidate

policies that are being compared.
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Recommendation Set. We denote by R⊆X the recommendation set, i.e., the set of items from

which the system can draw to make a recommendation or equivalently the feasible set of the

optimization problem that the decision-maker is interested in solving. In general, Q and R need

not coincide. For example, we may be able to design a new item, that is not currently available or

we may be unable to recommend a product that is now out-of-stock. In our work, the set R may

have a very general structure. For example, it may take the form of the feasible set of a shortest

path problem, a knapsack problem, an assignment problem, or a minimum spanning tree problem.

User Preference Model. We assume that the user’s preferences can be represented with a linear

utility function u :X →R defined through u(x) :=u>x+γ(x), where u∈RJ is a vector represent-

ing the relative importance they assign to product attributes and γ(x) is an idiosyncratic shock to

utility. We make the following assumption regarding the vector u.

Assumption 1 (Polyhedral Uncertainty). The vector u is an element of the uncertainty set

U0 ⊆RJ defined through U0 := {u ∈RJ |Bu≥ b} for some matrix B ∈RM×J and vector b ∈RM .

Moreover, U0 is non-empty, full-dimensional, and bounded.

The assumption that u is linear and that prior information on u can be encoded using linear

inequalities is standard in the literature on preference elicitation and polyhedral methods to con-

joint analysis, see Section 2. Our utility model is however different than the ones used in this line

of work in that we explicitly assume that the utility function is affected by idiosyncratic shocks, in

line with several popular choice models from the literature, see e.g., Greene (2012). This modelling

choice will allow us to have a polyhedral model for the inconsistencies, see Section 3.2.

Assumption 1 can be relaxed to allow that U0 presents equality constraints and that it possesses

an inner point (rather than being full-dimensional) at the cost of complicating our proofs.

Example 1. If no prior information is available on u, since the utility coefficients can be scaled

by a constant without affecting the preference ordering over items, one may use U0 = [−1,1]J , see

e.g., Bertsimas and O’Hair (2013).

Example 2. Alternatively, one may set U0 = {u ∈ RJ+ : e>u = 1} as in Toubia et al. (2003). In

that case, the coefficients u can be viewed as partworth utilities, i.e., numerical scores that measure

how much each feature influences the user’s decision to make that choice.

Example 3. If item x is a benchmark, one may normalize utilities relative to that item, by letting

U0 = {u∈ [−1,1]J : u>x= 1}.
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3.2. Elicitation through Comparison Queries

Before recommending an item from the set R, the recommender system has the opportunity to

make K queries, indexed in the set K := {1, . . . ,K}, to the user. These queries may enable the

system to gain information about u, thereby improving the quality of the recommendation. Each

query takes the form of a comparison between two items in the query set, thus being an element

of C := {(i, i′) | i ∈ I, i′ ∈ I, i < i′}. We let ικ := (ικ1 , ι
κ
2) ∈ C denote the κth query, κ ∈K. Thus, ικ1

and ικ2 denote the indices of the first and second items in the κth query, respectively: query κ asks

the user to compare xι
κ
1 and xι

κ
2 . The user must choose one of three possible answers in response

to query κ: (a) “I strictly prefer xι
κ
1 to xι

κ
2 ” (i.e., xι

κ
1 � xικ2 ); (b) “I am indifferent between xι

κ
1

and xι
κ
2 ” (i.e., xι

κ
1 ∼ xικ2 ); or (c) “I strictly prefer xι

κ
2 to xι

κ
1 ” (i.e., xι

κ
1 ≺ xικ2 ). We associate each

possible answer to query κ to a response scenario sκ ∈ S := {−1,0,1} such that

sκ =


1 if xι

κ
1 �xικ2

0 if xι
κ
1 ∼xικ2

−1 else.

The information obtained on u depends on the answer to query κ, i.e., on the response scenario.

Since the utility of any given item is affected by idiosyncratic noise, the answers given by the user

may be inconsistent in the sense that x � y and u(x) ≤ u(y); x ≺ y and u(x) ≥ u(y); or x ∼ y
and u(x) 6= u(y). Naturally, such inconsistencies may not occur if the user is perfectly rational, see

e.g., Arrow (1963). Motivated by our utility model, see Section 3.1, we impose a different linear

constraint on u depending on the response: (a) If sκ = 1, then u>xι
κ
1 −u>xικ2 >−εκ; (b) If sκ = 0,

then |u>xικ1 −u>xικ2 | ≤ εκ; and (c) If sκ =−1, then u>xι
κ
1 −u>xικ2 < εκ, where ε := {εκ}κ∈K is a

vector of inconsistencies. We make the following assumption about ε.

Assumption 2 (Polyhedral Inconsistencies). The user inconsistencies across K queries are

assumed to lie in the uncertainty set EΓ := {ε ∈ RK+ :
∑

κ∈K εκ ≤ Γ} for some (known) parameter

Γ∈R+, referred to as the budget of uncertainty.

Example 4 (Choice of Γ). Standard approaches in RO can be used to choose Γ (Ben-Tal et al.

2009, Bertsimas et al. 2010). For example, if the idiosyncratic shocks in utility are assumed to be

normal with mean zero and standard deviation σ, then
∑

κ∈K εκ is normal with standard deviation

2σ
√
K and setting Γ = 2σ

√
Kerf−1(2p− 1) ensures that ε∈ EΓ with probability p.

Modeling inconsistencies as lying in a polyhedron sets us apart from the literature which either uses

mixtures of polyhedra for the support of u (Toubia et al. 2007), or integer programming to bound

the number of incorrect responses and big-M constants to toggle the sign of the constraints added

to U0 (Bertsimas and O’Hair 2013). In particular, our modeling paradigm is more interpretable
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than the approach of Toubia et al. (2007). In addition, it is less conservative that the framework

of Bertsimas and O’Hair (2013) since our model will only allow inconsistent responses when the

user “marginally” prefers one item over the other. Moreover, modeling inconsistencies in this way

allows us to use duality theory to solve our problems in Sections 4 and 5.

We collect the answers to each query in the vector s := {sκ}κ∈K and accordingly let ι :=

{(ικ1 , ικ2)}κ∈K. After all K queries have been made and the responses to the queries are observed,

we can update U0 as:

UΓ(ι,s) :=


u∈ U0 : ∃ε∈ EΓ such that

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) > −εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

|u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )| ≤ εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 0

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) < εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1


.

We emphasize that after the K comparisons, the set of possible values for u depends both on ι,

the queries made, and on s, the answers given by the user. This idea is illustrated on Figure EC.1.

3.3. Robust Recommendations

After K queries have been made and the answers to these queries have been observed, the recom-

mendation system needs to select an item from the set R to recommend albeit the coefficients u are

only known to belong to the uncertainty set UΓ(ι,s). We thus propose to provide recommendations

that are robust to all possible realization of u in the set UΓ(ι,s) and investigate two notions of

robustness that are popular in the literature: max-min utility and min-max regret.

Maximizing Worst-Case Utility. Given uncertainty in the utility function coefficients, it is nat-

ural to seek recommendations that will maximize worst-case utility. Mathematically, given the

sequences, ι and s, the recommender system offers an item x that solves the problem

maximize
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x. (RPu)

Minimizing Worst-Case Regret. An alternative is to make recommendations according to the

worst-case absolute regret criterion which compares the performance of the decision taken relative

to the performance of the best decision that should have been taken in hindsight, after all uncertain

parameters are revealed, see e.g., Savage (1951). The minimization of worst-case absolute regret

is often believed to mitigate the conservatism of classical robust optimization (which maximizes

worst-case utility) and is thus attractive in practical applications. According to this criterion and

given the sequences ι and s, the recommender system offers the item that solves the problem

minimize
x∈R

max
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

{
max
x′∈R

u>x′−u>x
}
. (RPr)
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We note that for some choices of ι and s, the set UΓ(ι,s) may be open and even empty and

emphasize that the sets of optimal solutions to (RPu) and (RPr) depend on both ι and s. While the

system has no control over the responses s it can select the queries ι∈ CK to improve the quality

of the recommendation. This observation will motivate our formulations in Sections 4 and 5.

4. Active Preference Elicitation with the Max-Min Utility Decision Criterion

In this section, we study the offline and online active preference elicitation problems under the

max-min utility decision criterion and evaluate their performance on synthetic data.

4.1. Offline Active Preference Elicitation with the Max-Min Utility Decision Criterion

In the offline problem with the max-min utility decision criterion, all K comparisons are precom-

mitted in advance, before any agent responses are observed and the goal is to select robust queries

that will result in highest worst-case utility of the recommendation. Offline elicitation is relevant

when interactions with the user do not involve a computer (e.g., paper-based questionnaires) or if

all users must be presented the same queries (e.g., in a controlled study). It is also a building block

for solving the online preference elicitation problem, see Section 4.2.

4.1.1. Problem Formulation & Complexity Analysis In the offline problem with the max-min

utility decision criterion, the recommender system selects K queries ικ ∈ C, κ∈K, to ask the user.

Subsequently, the user, who has a true (but unknown) utility vector u? from U0, responds to the

queries truthfully (albeit potentially inconsistently, see Section 3.2) by selecting answers sκ to each

query ικ in a way that complies with their utility vector u? and some choice of ε ∈ EΓ. Note that

the utility vector u? is not observable to the recommender system; in fact, the user themself is not

aware of their vector u? (else, they would directly share it). Once the answers to the queries are

observed, the recommender system can certify that u? ∈ UΓ(ι,s) and solves problem (RPu).

Mathematically, the offline problem with the max-min utility decision criterion is expressible as

the two-stage robust optimization problem with decision-dependent information discovery

maximize
ι∈CK

min
s∈SΓ(ι)

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x, (QPKu )

where SΓ(ι) := {s∈ SK | UΓ(ι,s) 6= ∅} denotes the set of all answers compatible with some u∈ U0

and ε ∈ EΓ. Indeed, the set UΓ(ι,s) is empty if and only if the answers given by the user are

not consistent with any u ∈ U0 and no vector ε ∈ EΓ can resolve the inconsistencies. Since U0 is

non-empty by Assumption 1, SΓ(ι) 6= ∅ for all ι∈ CK . Problem (QPKu ) is a “two-and-a-half” stage

dynamic robust optimization problem with decision-dependent uncertainty set.

Problem (QPKu ) is difficult to solve for many reasons. First, it is a max-min-max-min problem.

Second, the uncertainty sets SΓ(ι) and UΓ(ι,s) for the first and second decision-stages are decision-

dependent. Third, the uncertainty set UΓ(ι,s) depends upon the first stage uncertainty s and is
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also open, making it difficult to derive computational solution approaches. Fourth, the uncertainty

set SΓ(ι) involves “non-equalities”. The following lemma shows that Problem (QPKu ) can be con-

siderably simplified by eliminating the dependence of SΓ(ι) on ι, by replacing the strict inequalities

in the set UΓ(ι,s) by their loose counterparts, and by eliminating indifferent responses from the

response set.

Lemma 1. Problem (QPKu ) is equivalent to

maximize
ι∈CK

min
s∈S̃K

max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>x, (Q̃P
K

u )

where S̃ := {−1,1} and

ŨΓ(ι,s) :=


u∈ U0 : ∃ε∈ EΓ such that

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) ≥ −εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) ≤ εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1

 ,

in the sense that the two problems have the same optimal objective value and the same sets of

optimal queries.

The above result avoids us having to use “little-ε” variables to convert the strict inequalities in the

uncertainty set to loose inequalities as done e.g., by Bertsimas and O’Hair (2013) in their procedure

to calculate the analytic center of the uncertainty set.

Next, we show that Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is NP-hard when the recommendation set is discrete, which

motivates the integer optimization based reformulation we provide in the next section.

Theorem 1. The following claims about the complexity of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) hold true.

(a) Suppose the recommendation set R is convex. Then, Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is polynomially solvable.

Moreover, it holds that Problems (Q̃P
K

u ) and (Q̃P
0

u) are equivalent for all K ∈N, i.e., in the

case of polyhedral recommendation set, in the worst-case, there is no benefit in asking any

queries. In addition, the optimal objective values of Problems (Q̃P
K

u ) and (RPu) coincide.

(b) Evaluating the objective function of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is NP-hard even if the recommendation

set R consists of only two elements.

The intuition behind claim (a) is akin to that of the minimax theorem (Von Neumann 1928).

Indeed, under the conditions in the statement, R and ŨΓ(ι,s) are both convex and so observing u∈
ŨΓ(ι,s) before choosing x yields no benefit. Since this holds true for any choice of ι and s, there

is no gain (in the worst-case) from asking queries. Motivated by the complexity results above, we

henceforth assume the recommendation set in Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is discrete and MBLP representable.

We provide a general, MBLP reformulation of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) in Section 4.1.2, a column-and-

constraint generation approach in Section 4.1.3, and additional speed-up strategies in Section 4.1.4.
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4.1.2. Exact MBLP Reformulation While (Q̃P
K

u ) can in principle be solved by enumeration

over ι and s, such an approach becomes computationally prohibitive as K grows. We thus propose

instead to reformulate (Q̃P
K

u ) as an MBLP by noting that we can exchange the order of the

inner minimization and maximization problems, provided we index the recommendation by s. This

observation combined with classical robust optimization techniques yields the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is equivalent to the following finite program

maximize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK

xs ∈R, αs ∈RK+ , βs ∈RM+ , µs ∈R−
τ ≤ b>βs + Γµs∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )αsκ +B>βs = xs

αs +µse≤ 0


∀s∈ S̃K ,

(1)

where ι denotes the queries to make and xs the items to recommend in response scenario s∈ S̃K.

Problem (1) can be converted to an MBLP by encoding the choice of ικ ∈ C, κ ∈K, using binary

decisions vκ ∈ {0,1}I and wκ ∈ {0,1}I whose ith element is one if and only if item i is the first

(resp. second) item in query κ. This result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Problem (1) is equivalent to the following mixed-binary linear program

maximize τ

subject to τ ∈R, vκ, wκ ∈ {0,1}I , κ∈K
αs ∈RK+ , βs ∈RM+ , µs ∈R−, xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

vsκ, wsκ ∈RI+, s∈ S̃K , κ∈K
τ ≤ b>βs + Γµs∑
i∈I

xi
∑
κ∈K

sκ (vsκi −wsκi ) +B>βs = xs

αs +µse≤ 0

 ∀s∈ S̃K

e>vκ = 1, e>wκ = 1, 1−wκ
i ≥

∑
i′:i′≥i

vκi′ ∀i∈ I, ∀κ∈K

vsκ ≤ Mvκ, vsκ ≤ αsκe, vsκ ≥ αsκe−M(e−vκ)

wsκ ≤ Mwκ, wsκ ≤ αsκe, wsκ ≥ αsκe−M(e−wκ)

 ∀s∈ S̃K

κ∈K,

(2)
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where M is a “big-M” constant. Given an optimal solution

(τ,{vκ,wκ}κ∈K,{αs,βs,xs, µs}s∈S̃K ,{vsκi ,wsκi }s∈S̃K ,κ∈K) to Problem (2), an optimal set of queries

for (QPKu ) is

ικ1 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (vκi = 1) and ικ2 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (wκ
i = 1) , κ∈K.

The first and third sets of constraints in Problem (2) exactly match those in (1). The second

set of constraints is almost identical between the two problems with the exception that the choice

of queries is now encoded using the v and w variables. The fourth set of constraints guarantees

that ικ1 < ι
κ
2 , i.e., (ικ1 , ι

κ
2) ∈ C. The fifth and sixth sets of constraints linearize the products αsκv

κ

and αsκw
κ. Reformulation (2) enables us to solve (QPKu ) as an MBLP using off-the-shelf solvers.

For fixed K, its size is polynomial in the size of the input. Yet, it is exponential in K. In the next

section, we propose a decomposition strategy to speed-up solution as K grows to typical values in

the order of 8 to 10. Additional strategies are discussed in Section 4.1.4.

4.1.3. Column-and-Constraint Generation The number of scenarios in Problem (2) is expo-

nential in K. At the same time, we expect that only a moderate number of scenarios s∈ S̃K will be

active in the epigraph constraint. Column-and-constraint generation (CCG) techniques are a popu-

lar approach for addressing problems that possess an exponential number of decision variables and

constraints while presenting a decomposable structure, see e.g., Fischetti and Vigo (1997), Löbel

(1998), Valério De Carvalho (1999), Mamer and McBride (2000), Feillet et al. (2010), Sadykov and

Vanderbeck (2011), Muter et al. (2013), and Muter et al. (2018). In particular, CCG algorithms

have been proposed for solving two-stage robust optimization problems by Zeng and Zhao (2013),

Bertsimas and Shtern (2018), and Vayanos et al. (2019). However, these do not apply to problems

with a mix of real and discrete uncertainty and/or to problems with two-and-a-half decision stages.

We thus propose a new CCG algorithm to speed-up computation that applies when R has finite

cardinality (in which case (QPKu ) is NP-hard, see Theorem 1). We describe our CCG procedure

using Problem (1). Naturally, all problems solved would need to be converted to MBLPs using

techniques similar to those employed in Theorem 2. We omit these to streamline presentation.

The key idea behind our algorithm is to decompose the problem into a relaxed main problem and

a series of subproblems indexed by s ∈ S̃K . The main problem initially only involves a subset of

the constraints (those indexed by s∈ S ′ ⊆ S̃K) and a single auxiliary MBLP is used to iteratively

identify indices s∈ S̃K for which the solution to the main problem becomes infeasible when plugged

into subproblem s. Constraints associated with infeasible subproblems are added to the main

problem and the procedure continues until convergence. We now detail this approach.
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We define the relaxed main problem parameterized by the index set S ′ as

maximize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK

αs ∈RK+ , βs ∈RM+ , µs ∈R−, xs ∈R
τ ≤ b>βs + Γµs∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )αsκ +B>βs = xs

αs +µse ≤ 0


∀s∈ S ′.

(CCGmain
u (S ′))

This problem only involves a subset of the decision variables and constraints of Problem (1). Given

variables (τ, ι) feasible in the main problem, we define the sth subproblem, s∈ S̃K , through

maximize 0

subject to α∈RK+ , β ∈RM+ , µ∈R−, x∈R
τ ≤ b>β+ Γµ∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )ακ +B>β = x

α+µe ≤ 0.

(CCGsub,s
u (τ, ι))

To identify indices of subproblems (CCGsub,s
u (τ, ι)) that, given a solution (τ, ι) to the relaxed main

problem, are infeasible, we solve a single feasibility MBLP defined through

minimize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K , ux ∈ U0, εx ∈ EΓ ∀x∈R
θ ≥ (ux)>x ∀x∈R
(ux)>(xι

κ
1 −xικ2 ) + εxκ ≥ M(sκ− 1)

(ux)>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )− εxκ ≤ M(sκ + 1)

 ∀κ∈K, x∈R.

(CCGfeas
u (ι))

The following proposition enables us to bound the optimality gap associated with a given feasible

solution to the relaxed master problem.

Proposition 1. Let ι be feasible in the relaxed master problem (CCGmain
u (S ′)). Then, ι is feasible

in Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) and the objective value of ι in Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is given by the optimal objective

value of Problem (CCGfeas
u (ι)). If R has fixed finite cardinality, then Problem (CCGmain

u (S ′)) can be

solved as an MBLP using off-the-shelf solvers.

Proposition 1 implies that, for any ι feasible in the relaxed master problem (CCGmain
u (S ′)), the

optimal value of (CCGfeas
u (ι)) yields a lower bound to the optimal value of Problem (Q̃P

K

u ). At the

same time, it is evident that for any index set S ′ ⊆ S̃K , the optimal value of Problem (CCGmain
u (S ′))

yields an upper bound to the optimal objective value of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ). The lemma below is key

to identify indices of subproblems s∈ S̃K that are infeasible.
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Algorithm 1: Column-and-Constraint Generation procedure for solving Problem (Q̃P
K

u ).

Inputs: Optimality tolerance δ, comparison set C, and recommendation set R;

Initial uncertainty set U0 and number of queries K;

Output: Query ι? from CK , near optimal in Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) with associated objective θ;

Initialization: ι?←∅; Upper and lower bounds: UB←+∞ and LB←−∞;

Initialize index set: S ′←∅;
while UB−LB> δ do

Solve the master problem (CCGmain
u (S ′)). If it is solvable, let (τ, ι,{αs,βs,xs}s∈S′) be an

optimal solution. If it is unbounded, set τ =∞ and let ι∈ CK be such

that (CCGmain
u (S ′)) is unbounded when ι is fixed to that value;

Set UB← τ ;

Solve the feasibility subproblem (CCGfeas
u (ι)). Let (θ,{ux}x∈R,s) denote an optimal

solution;

Set LB← θ;

if θ < τ then
S ′←S ′ ∪{s};

end
end

Set ι?← ι;
Result: Collection of queries ι? near-optimal in (Q̃P

K

u ) with objective value θ.

Lemma 3. The relaxed master problem (CCGmain
u (S ′)) is always feasible. If (CCGmain

u (S ′)) is solv-

able, let (τ, ι,{αs,βs, µs, xs}s∈S′) be an optimal solution. Else, if (CCGmain
u (S ′)) is unbounded,

set τ =∞ and let ι ∈ CK be such that (CCGmain
u (S ′)) is unbounded when ι is fixed to that value.

Moreover, let (θ,{ux,εx}x∈R,s) be optimal in Problem (CCGfeas
u (ι)). Then, the following hold:

(i) θ≤ τ ;

(ii) If θ= τ , then Problem (CCGsub,s
u (τ, ι)) is feasible for all s∈ S̃K;

(iii) If θ < τ , then scenario s corresponds to an infeasible subproblem, i.e., Problem (CCGsub,s
u (τ, ι))

is infeasible.

Propositions 1 and Lemma 3 culminate in Algorithm 1 whose convergence is guaranteed by the

following theorem.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 terminates in a final number of steps with a feasible solution to Prob-

lem (Q̃P
K

u ). The objective value attained by this solution is within δ of the optimal objective value

of the problem.
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4.1.4. Speed-up Strategies We propose two additional speed-up strategies.

Symmetry Breaking. In Problem (QPKu ), every permutation of the queries ι will yield another

solution with the same objective function value. Correspondingly, Problem (2) also presents several

symmetric solutions: we can permute the indices κ in the pairs {(vκ,wκ)}κ∈K to build solutions

with the same objective. To speed-up solution time, we propose to augment our MBLP formulation

with symmetry breaking constraints which eliminate symmetric solutions from the search space

while preserving at least one solution from each equivalence class.

To build the constraints, note that each comparison is uniquely defined by the vector

yκ = vκ +wκ (3)

which has exactly two nonzero elements – corresponding to the items used in the comparison. To

break this symmetry, we require that the binary vectors {yκ}κ∈K be lexicographically ordered : if

yκi = yκ+1
i for all i < j, and yκj 6= yκ+1

j , then yκj = 0 and yκ+1
j = 1. To enforce lexicographic ordering,

we introduce, in addition to yκ, the binary variables zκκ
′ ∈ {0,1}I , which satisfy zκκ

′
i = 1 if and

only if yκi 6= yκ
′
i , i∈ I. These variables can be uniquely defined using the following linear constraints

zκκ
′ ≤ yκ +yκ

′
, zκκ

′ ≤ 2−yκ−yκ′ , zκκ′ ≥ yκ−yκ′ , zκκ′ ≥ yκ′ −yκ ∀κ, κ′ ∈K : κ< κ′. (4)

Lexicographic ordering can then be imposed by adding to all MBLP problems the constraints

yκ
′

i ≥ yκi −
∑

i′∈I:i′<i

zκκ
′

i′ ∀i∈ I, κ,κ′ ∈K : κ< κ′. (5)

Next, note that in the preference elicitation problems, there is no benefit in asking the same

query twice: the worst-case utility can only improve by making different queries. Correspondingly,

we can add to all MBLP problems the following constraints∑
i∈I

zκ,κ
′

i ≥ 1 ∀κ,κ′ ∈K : κ< κ′, (6)

which eliminate solutions that involve asking the same queries twice.

As we will see in Section 4.3, the constraints above translate to significant speed-ups.

Warm-Starts. Solutions obtained by solving problems with smaller numbers of queries can be

used to warm start problems with more queries. In this section, we describe how to build a feasible

warm start for Problem (2) with K + 1 queries from a feasible solution to Problem (2) with K

queries. Recall that a warm start need only fix solutions for the binary decision variables.

Let (τ,v,w,α,β,x,v,w) be feasible in Problem (2) with K queries. To generate a feasible

solution to Problem (2) with K+ 1 queries, we proceed as follows. First, we generate a new query

ιK+1 randomly from the set

C \
{
ι∈ C : ∃κ∈K : ικ1 =

∑
i∈I

i · I (vκi = 1) and ικ2 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (wκ
i = 1)

}
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and define ṽ and w̃ through ṽκ := vκ, w̃κ := wκ, κ ∈ K, ṽK+1
i := I

(
ιK+1

1 = i
)
, and w̃K+1

i :=

I
(
ιK+1

2 = i
)

for each i ∈ I. Subsequently, for each s ∈ S̃K+1, we define x̃s := x(s1,...,sK). Then,

(ṽ, w̃, x̃) constitutes a warm start for Problem (2) with K + 1 queries. The solution hereby con-

structed asks one additional (random) query and subsequently ignores the answer to the query in

the choice of recommendation. It can be shown that it attains an objective value in Problem (2)

with K + 1 queries at least as high as that attained by (τ,v,w,α,β,x,v,w) in Problem (2) with

K queries. Note that if warm starts are combined with symmetry breaking constraints, then the

solution constructed needs to be permuted so as to satisfy lexicographical ordering to ensure it

satisfies the lexicographic constraints. This procedure is detailed in Section EC.2. In our numerical

experiments, we will use a variant of this warm-start procedure which fixes the queries optimal

in the problem with K queries in the problem with K + 1 queries to speed-up its solution. This

approach is detailed in Section EC.3.

4.2. Online Active Preference Elicitation with the Max-Min Utility Decision Criterion

In Section 4.1, we assumed that all queries are chosen at once before the answers to any of the

queries are observed. However, in many settings of practical interest, queries are made one at a

time and the answer to each query is revealed before the next query is selected. In this case, the

recommender system has the opportunity to adjust their choice of queries, taking into account the

information acquired as a byproduct of previous queries and their answers.

After making simplifications akin to those in Lemma 1 but adapted to this multi-stage setting,

we can write the online active preference elicitation problem as

max
ι1∈C

min
s1∈S

max
ι2∈C

min
s2∈S

· · · max
ιK∈C

min
sK∈S

max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>x. (QPKon,u)

Indeed, for reasons similar to those in the proof of Lemma 1, we can allow responses sκ to be

inconsistent with any u∈ ŨΓ(ι,s) since this will not affect the optimal value nor the sets of optimal

solutions of the query selection problems. Moreover, we can ignore indifferent responses without

loss. In spite of these simplifications, Problem (QPKon,u) is still significantly harder to solve than its

offline counterpart (QPKu ) (or even (Q̃P
K

u )).

We propose to leverage the tools we devised in Section 4.1 to obtain a conservative solution to

the online problem. Specifically, we choose, at each step k ∈K, a query ιk as if it were the last query

to be asked, i.e., in a one-step look-ahead fashion by solving problem (QP1
u) after updating its

uncertainty set with the answers {sκ}k−1
κ=1 obtained to the queries {ικ}k−1

κ=1 actually asked. Concretely,

we compute the kth query by solving

maximize
ιk∈C

min
sk∈S̃

max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(k)(ι[k],s[k])

u>x,
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where, ι[k] := {ικ}kκ=1, s[k] := {sκ}kκ=1, and with a slight abuse of notation

ŨΓ(k)(ι
[k],s[k]) :=


u∈ U0 : ∃ε∈ EΓ(k) such that

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) ≥ −εκ ∀κ∈ {1, . . . , k} : sκ = 1

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) ≤ εκ ∀κ∈ {1, . . . , k} : s̃κ =−1

 .

Note in particular that in the above definition, ι[k−1] and s[k−1] are data. We propose to choose

Γ(κ) in a fashion that exactly parallels the choice of Γ in the multi-stage problem.

Example 5 (Choice of Γ(k)). If Γ is chosen as in Example 4, then a natural choice is Γ(k) =

2σ
√
k erf−1(2p− 1) which ensures that ε∈ EΓ(k) ⊆Rk with probability p.

4.3. Performance

We perform a wide range of experiments on randomly generated datasets of various sizes (I, J)

and varying degree of inconsistencies (Γ) to evaluate the performance of our approach (MMU). To

speed-up computation and to allow the solution of a large number of problems, unless stated

otherwise, we employ the CCG algorithm from Section 4.1.3 which we augment with the symmetry

breaking constraints from Section 4.1.4, and a greedy-heuristic that builds upon the warm-start

approach, see Section EC.2. To make it easier to evaluate the performance of any given method,

we normalize utilities so that they lie in the [0,1] range, where 0 corresponds to the worst-case

utility if a recommendation is made before any questions are asked and 1 is the worst-case utility

if the recommendation is made with full-knowledge of the utility. We provide here a summary of

our results. Details of our experiments can be found in Section EC.5.

In the offline setting, we compare our approach to random elicitation (RAND) where the perfor-

mance of a random query is evaluated by plugging it into Problem (QPKr ) (and using the methods

in this paper to evaluate the objective of the resulting problem). The results are summarized in

Table 1. From the table, it is apparent that computing an optimal set of queries using MMU is

consistently preferable to selecting queries at random, resulting in an improvement in worst-case

utility of over 63% on average across datasets and values of K. Moreover, we observe that while

computing the worst-case utility of a set of queries (which is only possible thanks to our approach)

is very fast (under 3 seconds on average), evaluating the quality of all sets of queries of cardinal-

ity K is computationally prohibitive (e.g., 2.3E+09 seconds for K = 3 on average). This motivates

the use of our MMU approach that can compute optimal queries in practical times for the application

(under 3 hours for realistic problem sizes). From the table it can also be noted that much of the

useful information is gathered in the first 5 queries (increase in worst-case utility from 0.62 to

0.72). For completeness, we also conduct a computational study to evaluate the performance of
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the CCG algorithm and symmetry breaking constraints. The results are summarized in Table 2.

The table shows that relative to solving MBLP (2) directly, augmenting it with symmetry break-

ing constraints and using the CCG algorithm can yield significant speed-ups (up to 135 times on

average). The table also shows that the heuristic used to speed-up computations is near-optimal,

with an average optimality gap of under 2.1%.

Table 1 Performance of our offline elicitation procedure relative to random elicitation. All numbers correspond

to averages across randomly generated datasets of various sizes. The numbers in the runtime columns correspond to

the time it takes to compute an optimal query and to evaluate the performance of a random query (average over 50

sets of queries) in the case of MMU and RAND, respectively. The numbers in parenthesis in the last column correspond

to the expected time it would take to evaluate the performance of all possible sets of K random queries.

K
Worst-Case Utility (Normalized) Runtime (s)

MMU RAND MMU RAND

1 0.62 0.25 35 1 (1.3E+03)

2 0.62 0.32 1668 1 (2.1E+06)

3 0.66 0.37 1854 1 (2.3E+09)

4 0.69 0.41 2346 1 (1.9E+12)

5 0.72 0.44 2936 1 (1.3E+15)

6 0.75 0.46 3370 2 (8.1E+17)

7 0.75 0.49 4435 2 (4.8E+20)

8 0.77 0.52 5759 2 (2.5E+23)

9 0.78 0.54 6637 2 (1.1E+26)

10 0.78 0.56 8121 3 (6.0E+28)

Avg. 0.71 0.44 3716 1.66 (6.0e+27)

Table 2 Performance of our speed-up methods and of the employed heuristic relative to solving the MBLP (2)

directly. All numbers correspond to averages over randomly generated datasets.

Avg. speed-up of symmetry breaking ×65

Avg. speed-up of CCG+symmetry breaking ×135

Avg. optimality gap of heuristic 2.03%

In the online setting, we compare to random elicitation, to the polyhedral method of Toubia et al.

(2004) (POLY), to the probabilistic polyhedral method of Toubia et al. (2007) (PROB), to the robust

approach of Bertsimas and O’Hair (2013) (ROB), and to the ellipsoidal method of Sauré and Vielma

(2019) (ELL). To evaluate the performance of any given method, we conduct simulations, wherein

we draw 50 agents at random and simulate their responses (with and without inconsistences). We

record statistics on the guaranteed utility and rank of the recommended item which are summarized

on Table 3. We omit solver times since all methods identify a query in under a second. From the

table, it can be seen that our method consistently outperforms all other approaches in terms of

both worst-case and average guaranteed utility (by over ×2.4 and ×1.5 on average, respectively). It
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also results in improvements in worst-case and true rank of the recommendation (by over 1.8 and

1.2 spots on average, respectively). The table also shows that with MMU, most of the information

is gained within the first 4-5 queries and that recommendations with almost optimal worst-case

utility (0.91 on average) can be made after just 10 queries.

Table 3 Performance of our online elicitation procedure relative to state of the art methods from the literature

over 50 randomly generated agents. All numbers correspond to averages across randomly generated datasets.

K
Worst-Case Guaranteed Utility (Normalized) Worst-Case True Rank of Recommendation

MMU RAND POLY PROB ROB ELL MMU RAND POLY PROB ROB ELL

1 0.62 0.05 0.35 0.35 0.12 0.58 27.71 35.57 32.86 32.86 37.86 26.71

2 0.74 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.20 0.26 24.43 34.71 33.43 32.14 36.71 33.00

3 0.81 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.26 0.20 21.57 32.14 32.00 33.57 35.29 32.57

4 0.84 0.27 0.18 0.19 0.30 0.20 19.71 30.86 31.71 30.00 35.00 29.71

5 0.87 0.36 0.15 0.16 0.34 0.26 17.57 29.00 28.57 29.43 33.57 29.00

6 0.89 0.38 0.18 0.19 0.36 0.29 16.43 29.29 28.14 29.43 30.71 26.71

7 0.89 0.42 0.16 0.20 0.37 0.31 16.57 27.43 29.14 27.43 29.43 26.43

8 0.90 0.50 0.16 0.18 0.36 0.37 14.43 27.29 28.86 30.29 29.00 25.86

9 0.91 0.52 0.27 0.29 0.37 0.42 13.71 25.29 27.43 27.14 28.43 22.43

10 0.91 0.54 0.25 0.28 0.40 0.50 13.86 25.43 28.43 27.29 29.86 19.43

Avg. 0.84 0.34 0.21 0.22 0.31 0.34 18.60 29.70 30.06 29.96 32.59 27.19

K
Average Guaranteed Utility (Normalized) Average True Rank of Recommendation

MMU RAND POLY PROB ROB ELL MMU RAND POLY PROB ROB ELL

1 0.62 0.23 0.36 0.36 0.17 0.59 11.59 13.72 14.11 14.13 14.43 11.35

2 0.75 0.34 0.38 0.40 0.29 0.49 9.19 12.65 12.83 11.44 13.83 11.26

3 0.82 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.36 0.43 7.17 11.88 11.25 10.58 11.87 10.86

4 0.86 0.47 0.43 0.47 0.41 0.44 6.31 11.04 11.46 8.49 10.90 8.86

5 0.89 0.52 0.47 0.50 0.45 0.52 5.65 10.26 7.96 8.07 10.05 7.53

6 0.91 0.56 0.53 0.55 0.50 0.55 5.23 9.20 7.81 7.21 9.36 6.58

7 0.92 0.61 0.54 0.56 0.53 0.59 5.18 8.43 7.17 6.76 8.68 6.08

8 0.93 0.65 0.58 0.61 0.54 0.64 4.77 7.56 6.99 6.47 8.37 5.08

9 0.93 0.68 0.62 0.63 0.56 0.70 4.39 7.18 6.28 6.26 7.85 4.62

10 0.94 0.70 0.64 0.66 0.59 0.73 4.32 7.05 6.71 5.73 7.82 4.00

Avg. 0.86 0.54 0.49 0.51 0.44 0.57 6.38 9.72 9.26 8.51 10.32 7.62

5. Active Elicitation with the Min-Max Regret Decision Criterion

We now study the offline and online active preference elicitation problems under the min-max

regret decision criterion and evaluate their performance on synthetic data.

5.1. Active Offline Preference Elicitation with the Min-Max Regret Decision Criterion

5.1.1. Problem Formulation, Complexity Analysis, & MBLP Reformulation. The offline

active preference elicitation problem under the min-max regret decision criterion is a variant of its

max-min utility counterpart where the objective of the recommender system when selecting queries

and making recommendations is to minimize worst-case regret (rather than maximize worst-case
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utility). Mathematically, it is expressible as the following two-stage robust optimization problem

with decision-dependent information discovery

minimize
ι∈CK

max
s∈SΓ(ι)

min
x∈R

max
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

{
max
x′∈R

u>x′−u>x
}
. (QPKr )

Problem (QPKr ) is generally NP-hard when the recommendation set is discrete as summarized in

the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Evaluating the objective function of Problem (QPKr ) is NP-hard even if the recom-

mendation set R consists of only two elements.

We note that in contrast to the max-min utility setting, since the objective function of the min-max

regret recommendation problem is not concave in u, the minimax theorem that could be used to

simplify the max-min utility problem when R is convex (see Theorem 1) does not apply here. This

result motivates us to reformulate Problem (QPKr ) as an MBLP as shown in the following theorem.

Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that R has fixed finite cardinality.

Theorem 5. Problem (QPKr ) is equivalent to the following mixed-binary linear program

minimize τ

subject to τ ∈R, vκ, wκ ∈ {0,1}I , κ∈K
xs ∈R ∀s∈ S̃K

α(x′,s) ∈RK− , β(x′,s) ∈RM− , µ(x′,s) ∈R+ ∀s∈ S̃K , x′ ∈R
v(x′,s)κ, w(x′,s)κ ∈RI− ∀s∈ S̃K , x′ ∈R, κ∈K
τ ≥ b>β(x′,s) + Γµ(x′,s)∑
i∈I

xi
∑
κ∈K

sκ

(
v

(x′,s)κ
i −w(x′,s)κ

i

)
+B>β(x′,s) = x′−xs

α(x′,s) +µ(x′,s)e≥ 0


∀s∈ S̃K ,
x′ ∈R

e>vκ = 1, e>wκ = 1, 1−wκ
i ≥

∑
i′:i′≥i

vκi′ ∀i∈ I, ∀κ∈K

v(x′,s)κ ≥ −Mvκ, v(x′,s)κ ≥ α(x′,s)
κ e

v(x′,s)κ ≤ α(x′,s)
κ e+M(e−vκ)

w(x′,s)κ ≥ −Mwκ, w(x′,s)κ ≥ α(x′,s)
κ e

w(x′,s)κ ≤ α(x′,s)
κ e+M(e−wκ)


∀s∈ S̃K , x′ ∈R,

κ∈K,

(7)

where M is a “big-M” constant. In particular, given an optimal solution (τ,v,w,α,β,v,w) to

Problem (7), an optimal set of queries for Problem (QPKr ) is given by

ικ1 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (vκi = 1) and ικ2 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (wκ
i = 1) , κ∈K.
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5.1.2. Column-and-Constraint Generation For fixed K, Problem (7) is polynomial in the size

of the input. Yet, it presents a number of decision variables and constraints that are exponential

in K. We thus propose a column-and-constraint generation approach, similar to the one proposed

in Section 4.1.3 for the max-min utility case, that enables us to scale to practical values of K. In

the interest of space, we defer the details to the electronic companion, see Section EC.4.

Naturally, the speed-up strategies from Section 4.1.4 directly apply to the min-max regret setting.

5.2. Active Online Elicitation with the Min-Max Regret Decision Criterion

Similar to the max-min utility case, we can formulate the online version of the active preference

elicitation problem with the min-max regret decision criterion as a min-max-. . . -min-max-max

problem with decision-dependent uncertainty sets. We propose to solve this problem approximately

in a one-step look-ahead fashion in a way that exactly parallels the approach from Section 4.2.

5.3. Performance

We perform a wide set of experiments on randomly generated data to evaluate the performance of

our min-max regret elicitation procedure (MMR). Our results are summarized in Table 4. Since these

are qualitatively very similar to those reported in the max-min utility case, see Section 4.3, we

only report averages across datasets and values of K and refer the reader to Section EC.5 for more

information. We note that since the regret problem is harder than the utility elicitation problem,

the instances considered here were smaller than those in Section 4.3 to be able to report results on

a variety of problems. From the table, we observe that our proposed approach outperforms existing

methods on all metrics on average. Most notably, our offline method reduces the worst-case regret

by a factor of 2 on average. Although the reported numbers are averages, a similar behavior is

exhibited by individual realizations.

Table 4 Performance of our min-max regret offline (top two rows) and online (bottom four rows) elicitation

procedures relative to state of the art methods from the literature. All numbers correspond to averages across K

and randomly generated datasets; for the online elicitation case, we use 50 randomly generated agents.

MMR RAND POLY PROB ROB ELL

Worst-Case Regret (Normalized) 0.51 0.66 – – – –

Runtime (s) 1540 2 (1E+20) – – – –

Worst-Case Guaranteed Regret (Normalized) 0.38 0.77 0.82 0.83 0.72 0.58

Worst-Case True Rank of Recommendation 4.37 7.74 8.04 8.33 7.69 5.57

Average Guaranteed Regret (Normalized) 0.31 0.54 0.59 0.62 0.53 0.41

Average True Rank of Recommendation 1.72 2.56 2.65 2.66 2.74 1.95

In our last set of experiments on synthetic data, we investigate whether there are benefits in

employing the min-max regret solution relative the max-min utility solution – in particular, whether
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it results in solutions that have lower regret than solutions to the problem that maximizes worst-

case utility. The results are summarized on Table 5, where it can be seen that the worst-case regret

queries (worst-case utility) have lower regret (higher utility) than their max-min utility (min-max

regret) counterparts. This implies that although computing min-max regret queries comes at a

higher computational cost, they may be worthwhile to compute if one is keen on having low regret.

Table 5 Comparison between max-min utility and min-max regret based queries on a randomly generated

synthetic dataset. All approaches were given a one hour time limit. The numbers in the table correspond to

averages across values of K.

Max-Min Utility Solution Min-Max Regret Solution

Normalized
Worst-Case Utility

Normalized
Worst-Case Regret

Normalized
Worst-Case Utility

Normalized
Worst-Case Regret

0.84 0.58 0.75 0.53

6. Designing Allocation Policies that Align with Human Value Judgements

In this section, we investigate a real-world application of our preference elicitation framework. In

particular, we consider the problem of eliciting the preferences of policy-makers in charge of allo-

cating scarce housing resources to people experiencing homelessness. We envision our methodology

will enable homeless services organizations such as LAHSA to allocate resources in a way that

aligns with the values of its policy-makers to adequately balance the interests of those they serve.

We first describe the L.A. housing allocation system and motivate various attributes of policies

that are relevant to be considered when evaluating them against one another. We then discuss how

the dataset we have at our disposal can be used to estimate the performance of counterfactual

housing allocation policies in terms of these metrics. We conclude by performing a numerical case

study based on historical data that showcases the promise of the proposed approach.

6.1. The L.A. Housing Allocation System

In LA County, LAHSA coordinates housing and services for homeless families and individuals. It

employs a Coordinated Entry System (CES) which facilitates the coordination and management of

resources and services. The CES enables organizations within the same community to pool both

their housing resources and clients. The County is divided into eight geographic areas designated

as Service Planning Areas (SPAs). Each SPA is expected to have a balance of homeless services

used to serve clients in its area and consists of three systems that operate mostly independently

of one another: the Youth system that serves those under 24 years old, the Single Adult system,

and the Family system. Each SPA System has a “matcher” in charge of working with LAHSA and

with case workers that know the clients to match resources as they become available to waitlisted
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clients. For simplicity, and to align with the data we have at our disposal, we focus here on the

Single Adult system and note that the other systems operate in a similar fashion.

When an individual interacts with the housing allocation system for the first time, e.g., through

street outreach or by staying at a shelter, they typically answer a survey, the Vulnerability Index

– Service Prioritization Decision Assistance Tool (VI-SPDAT), which will help determine risk and

prioritization when providing them with assistance (Orgcode 2014). The VI-SPDAT consists of 34

predominantly yes-or-no items intended to measure an individual’s level of vulnerability across four

domains: their history of housing and homelessness, individual risk factors, socialization and daily

functions, and wellness. The answers to the VI-SPDAT survey are also used to compute a risk score

ranging from 0 to 17 with higher scores indicating greater vulnerability. This information is entered

into the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) together with client demographic

information (e.g., age, race/ethnicity). At this point, they are waitlisted for housing in their SPA

and matchers can see them in their system, in what is called the community queue.

Housing resources can broadly be categorized in two groups: permanent supportive housing

(PSH), which combines low-barrier affordable housing, health care, and other supportive services;

and rapid rehousing (RRH), which provides short-term rental assistance and services. Individuals

who do not receive a housing resource will still receive services depending on their needs.

To help decide how to match people to resources, a housing allocation policy is in place which,

roughly speaking, instructs matchers to direct clients towards more supportive resources the more

vulnerable they are (according to the score). In LA, the allocation policy recommends that those

who score 12 or higher receive PSH, those who score 8-11 receive either PSH or RRH, and those who

score 7 or lower receive RRH. Different communities employ variants of this policy with different

“cut-scores” and potentially having a bucket of (low) scores for which no resource is intended. A

salient advantage of this policy is its interpretability which is very important when operating in

high-stakes settings (Rudin 2019). Yet, this policy is not tied to outcomes in the sense that it has

not been designed with e.g., the goal of being effective nor, in some sense, fair.

In practice, this recommended policy is not fully adhered to due to several reasons of which we

discuss the main ones. First, it is not implementable as there are insufficient resources to match

the demand in each score “bucket”. Second, the matcher and case worker, when discussing a

particular case during case conferencing, may deem that an individual’s vulnerability score is not

representative of their true vulnerability. Third, resources are matched as they arrive and would

never “wait” for a more vulnerable individual. Finally, to date matchers are only responsible for

matching PSH resources whereas RRH resources are matched by referral through a mechanism

that is more ad hoc (this is in the process of changing).
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Each time a resource is allocated to an individual, the match is reported in the HMIS together

with all interactions that the individual had with the system. In particular, in addition to

PSH/RRH matches, other exits from homelessness are recorded, such as if an individual self-

resolved (independently obtained private housing) or went to live with family.

Being sensitive to the fact that it supports communities disproportionately affected by systemic

racial, gender, and other injustices, LAHSA instigated a number of committees in charge of eval-

uating their system from an equity lens. Most notably, it assembled the Ad Hoc Committee on

Women and Homelessness and the Ad Hoc Committee on Black People Experiencing Homeless-

ness (LAHSA 2017, 2018). An important finding of the latter committee is that in the current

system, although resources are allocated at equal rates among Black and White people, Black

people return to homelessness at twice the rates of Whites. Similar findings have been reported in

other communities (Petry et al. 2021, Hill et al. 2021, Hsu et al. 2021). Motivated by these findings

and by the desire to make more effective use of its resources, LAHSA is interested in building a

more evidence based system that will effectively allocate resources while better aligning with the

values of policy-makers in serving its clients with a focus on equity.

6.2. Trade-Offs and Policy Attributes

A housing allocation policy is a function π : X →∆|T | that maps an individual’s characteristics

x ∈ X to their probability of getting each intervention in the set T := {PSH,RRH,SO}, where

SO stands for “Services Only”, i.e., no housing intervention. We focus our attention on policies

that are feasible, in the sense that the expected number of clients we assign to PSH and RRH

does not exceed the number of these resources that are available (according to this definition, the

current recommended policy is not feasible). From the above discussion, the key characteristics

that drive the choice of a policy are its interpretability, effectiveness, and fairness properties. We

now formalize these mathematically.

Prescriptive Trees and Measures of Interpretability. The first step in designing a policy is agree-

ing on one (or several) policy classes to consider (Azizi et al. 2018). Motivated by the desire to

have interpretable policies, we focus here on prescriptive trees (Kallus 2017, Bertsimas et al. 2019,

Jo et al. 2021). These take the form of a binary tree. In each branching node of the tree, a binary

test is performed on a specific feature. Two branches emanate from each branching node, with

each branch representing the outcome of the test. If a datapoint passes (resp. fails) the test, it

is directed to the right (resp. left) branch. At each leaf node, each treatment is assigned with a

certain probability. Thus, each path from root to leaf represents a rule that assigns each treatment

with the same probability to all individuals that reach that leaf. An example of a prescriptive tree

can be seen in Figure 1. Prescriptive trees are among the most interpretable treatment rules and
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Figure 1 Sample prescriptive tree to allocate hous-

ing resources based on answers to the VI-

SPDAT survey questions. The numbers at

each leaf correspond to the probability of get-

ting each intervention for all individuals that

reach that leaf.

Prescriptive Tree
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<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>

LQ
<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IfZARGC5zp3XvUR5DNq/EMM+52Y=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSSiKJ6KXrxZ0X5AG8pmO2mXbjZxd1Isob/DiwdFvPpjvPlv3LY5aOuDGR7vzbCzz48F1+g431ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7u1XWUKAY1FolINX2qQXAJNeQooBkroKEvoOEPrid+YwhK80g+4CgGL6Q9yQPOKBrJayM8YXp/O750yk6nWDJ9CnuRuBkpkQzVTvGr3Y1YEoJEJqjWLdeJ0UupQs4EjAvtRENM2YD2oGWopCFoL50ePbaPjNK1g0iZkmhP1d8bKQ21HoW+mQwp9vW8NxH/81oJBhdeymWcIEg2eyhIhI2RPUnA7nIFDMXIEMoUN7farE8VZWhyKpgQ3PkvL5L6Sdk9Kzt3p6XKVRZHnhyQQ3JMXHJOKuSGVEmNMPJInskrebOG1ov1bn3MRnNWtrNP/sD6/AHjA5GD</latexit>

SO : 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="ldKkpMMv8WW+QpileGBzIGVPnbQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV2j0XgieuGIRB4JrGR26IUJs4/M9Kpkw3948aAxXv0Xb/6NA+xBwUq6U6nqzvSUF0uh0ba/raXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0FGiONR5JCPV8pgGKUKoo0AJrVgBCzwJTW94M/GbD6C0iMI7HMXgBqwfCl9whka67yA8YVqrVcZXdsnuFoqmT0EXiZORIslQ7Ra+Or2IJwGEyCXTuu3YMbopUyi4hHG+k2iIGR+yPrQNDVkA2k2nV4/psVF61I+UqRDpVP29kbJA61HgmcmA4UDPexPxP6+doH/ppiKME4SQzx7yE0kxopMIaE8o4ChHhjCuhLmV8gFTjKMJKm9CcOa/vEgapyXnvGTfnhXL11kcOXJIjsgJccgFKZMKqZI64USRZ/JK3qxH68V6tz5mo0tWtnNA/sD6/AF855HX</latexit>

RRH : 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="nobViqTsBGP9pWq6q0VUvP3086o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZEUTwFveQY0SyQjKGnU5M06VnorlHDkP/w4kERr/6LN//GznLQxAcFj/eqqKrnJ1JodJxvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/fqOk4VhxqPZayaPtMgRQQ1FCihmShgoS+h4Q+ux37jAZQWcXSHwwS8kPUiEQjO0Ej3bYQnzKq3ldGlazudYsmxnQnoInFnpERmqHaKX+1uzNMQIuSSad1ynQS9jCkUXMKo0E41JIwPWA9ahkYsBO1lk6tH9MgoXRrEylSEdKL+nshYqPUw9E1nyLCv572x+J/XSjG48DIRJSlCxKeLglRSjOk4AtoVCjjKoSGMK2FupbzPFONogiqYENz5lxdJ/cR2z2zn5rRUvprFkScH5JAcE5eckzKpkCqpEU4UeSav5M16tF6sd+tj2pqzZjP75A+szx984ZHX</latexit>

PSH : 1.0

<latexit sha1_base64="yJPwwb7+QGrA5BVt/OPmeop/WkI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0hEqXoqevFmRfsBbSib7aZdutmE3UmxhP4TLx4U8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3DdL6uwtLyyulZcL21sbm3v2Lt7DR2nirI6jUWsWgHRTHDJ6sBBsFaiGIkCwZrB8HrqN0dMaR7LBxgnzI9IX/KQUwJG6tp2B9gjZPe3k0vX8bzKRdcuu447A/5LvJyUUY5a1/7s9GKaRkwCFUTrtucm4GdEAaeCTUqdVLOE0CHps7ahkkRM+9ns8gk+MkoPh7EyJQHP1J8TGYm0HkeB6YwIDPSiNxX/89ophOd+xmWSApN0vihMBYYYT2PAPa4YBTE2hFDFza2YDogiFExYJROCt/jyX9I4cbwzx707LVev8jiK6AAdomPkoQqqohtUQ3VE0Qg9oRf0amXWs/Vmvc9bC1Y+s49+wfr4Bs2cknQ=</latexit>

SO : 0.1179
<latexit sha1_base64="ldKkpMMv8WW+QpileGBzIGVPnbQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV2j0XgieuGIRB4JrGR26IUJs4/M9Kpkw3948aAxXv0Xb/6NA+xBwUq6U6nqzvSUF0uh0ba/raXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0FGiONR5JCPV8pgGKUKoo0AJrVgBCzwJTW94M/GbD6C0iMI7HMXgBqwfCl9whka67yA8YVqrVcZXdsnuFoqmT0EXiZORIslQ7Ra+Or2IJwGEyCXTuu3YMbopUyi4hHG+k2iIGR+yPrQNDVkA2k2nV4/psVF61I+UqRDpVP29kbJA61HgmcmA4UDPexPxP6+doH/ppiKME4SQzx7yE0kxopMIaE8o4ChHhjCuhLmV8gFTjKMJKm9CcOa/vEgapyXnvGTfnhXL11kcOXJIjsgJccgFKZMKqZI64USRZ/JK3qxH68V6tz5mo0tWtnNA/sD6/AF855HX</latexit>

RRH : 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="KwQEH5KezQe5S4QlU3o03nbpbvc=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwFJKiWDwVvfRY0X5AG8pmu22XbjZhd6KW2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgGlz321pZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf27cJBQ0eJoqxOIxGpVkA0E1yyOnAQrBUrRsJAsGYwup76zXumNI/kHYxj5odkIHmfUwJG6tqFDrBHSGu31cml65TLJa9rF13HnQEvEy8jRZSh1rW/Or2IJiGTQAXRuu25MfgpUcCpYJN8J9EsJnREBqxtqCQh0346O32CT4zSw/1ImZKAZ+rviZSEWo/DwHSGBIZ60ZuK/3ntBPplP+UyToBJOl/UTwSGCE9zwD2uGAUxNoRQxc2tmA6JIhRMWnkTgrf48jJplBzv3HFvzoqVqyyOHDpCx+gUeegCVVAV1VAdUfSAntErerOerBfr3fqYt65Y2cwh+gPr8wdolpLI</latexit>

PSH : 0.8821

<latexit sha1_base64="ldKkpMMv8WW+QpileGBzIGVPnbQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV2j0XgieuGIRB4JrGR26IUJs4/M9Kpkw3948aAxXv0Xb/6NA+xBwUq6U6nqzvSUF0uh0ba/raXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0FGiONR5JCPV8pgGKUKoo0AJrVgBCzwJTW94M/GbD6C0iMI7HMXgBqwfCl9whka67yA8YVqrVcZXdsnuFoqmT0EXiZORIslQ7Ra+Or2IJwGEyCXTuu3YMbopUyi4hHG+k2iIGR+yPrQNDVkA2k2nV4/psVF61I+UqRDpVP29kbJA61HgmcmA4UDPexPxP6+doH/ppiKME4SQzx7yE0kxopMIaE8o4ChHhjCuhLmV8gFTjKMJKm9CcOa/vEgapyXnvGTfnhXL11kcOXJIjsgJccgFKZMKqZI64USRZ/JK3qxH68V6tz5mo0tWtnNA/sD6/AF855HX</latexit>

RRH : 0.0

<latexit sha1_base64="aj5TsQsowUrMC1L3X9SOocbrQVE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgKSSiKJ6KXrxZ0X5AG8pmu22XbjZxd1Isob/DiwdFvPpjvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LBNbrut5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7NR0lirIqjUSkGgHRTHDJqshRsEasGAkDwerB4Hri14dMaR7JBxzFzA9JT/IupwSN5LeQPWF6fzu+9By3XSy5jjuFvUi8jJQgQ6Vd/Gp1IpqETCIVROum58bop0Qhp4KNC61Es5jQAemxpqGShEz76fTosX1klI7djZQpifZU/T2RklDrURiYzpBgX897E/E/r5lg98JPuYwTZJLOFnUTYWNkTxKwO1wximJkCKGKm1tt2ieKUDQ5FUwI3vzLi6R24nhnjnt3WipfZXHk4QAO4Rg8OIcy3EAFqkDhEZ7hFd6sofVivVsfs9aclc3swx9Ynz/kiZGE</latexit>

SO : 1.0

<latexit sha1_base64="nobViqTsBGP9pWq6q0VUvP3086o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmZEUTwFveQY0SyQjKGnU5M06VnorlHDkP/w4kERr/6LN//GznLQxAcFj/eqqKrnJ1JodJxvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/fqOk4VhxqPZayaPtMgRQQ1FCihmShgoS+h4Q+ux37jAZQWcXSHwwS8kPUiEQjO0Ej3bYQnzKq3ldGlazudYsmxnQnoInFnpERmqHaKX+1uzNMQIuSSad1ynQS9jCkUXMKo0E41JIwPWA9ahkYsBO1lk6tH9MgoXRrEylSEdKL+nshYqPUw9E1nyLCv572x+J/XSjG48DIRJSlCxKeLglRSjOk4AtoVCjjKoSGMK2FupbzPFONogiqYENz5lxdJ/cR2z2zn5rRUvprFkScH5JAcE5eckzKpkCqpEU4UeSav5M16tF6sd+tj2pqzZjP75A+szx984ZHX</latexit>

PSH : 1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="YxpfGYYCJlEC4QGiVULp6D/6sE8=">AAAB+nicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX0aOXRmLiqWkFo/FE9MIRo3wk0JDtsoUN222zO1VJ5ad48aAxXv0l3vw3LtCDgi+Z5OW9mczM82POFDjOt5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zOJ+U0WJJLRBIh7Jto8V5UzQBjDgtB1LikOf05Y/up76rXsqFYvEHYxj6oV4IFjACAYt9cxiF+gjpPXb2uTSsctuudIzS47tzGAtEzcjJZSh3jO/uv2IJCEVQDhWquM6MXgplsAIp5NCN1E0xmSEB7SjqcAhVV46O31iHWulbwWR1CXAmqm/J1IcKjUOfd0ZYhiqRW8q/ud1EgguvJSJOAEqyHxRkHALImuag9VnkhLgY00wkUzfapEhlpiATqugQ3AXX14mzVPbPbOdm0qpepXFkUeH6AidIBedoyqqoTpqIIIe0DN6RW/Gk/FivBsf89ackc0coD8wPn8AXFqSwA==</latexit>

PSH : 0.3134

<latexit sha1_base64="IfZARGC5zp3XvUR5DNq/EMM+52Y=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSSiKJ6KXrxZ0X5AG8pmO2mXbjZxd1Isob/DiwdFvPpjvPlv3LY5aOuDGR7vzbCzz48F1+g431ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7u1XWUKAY1FolINX2qQXAJNeQooBkroKEvoOEPrid+YwhK80g+4CgGL6Q9yQPOKBrJayM8YXp/O750yk6nWDJ9CnuRuBkpkQzVTvGr3Y1YEoJEJqjWLdeJ0UupQs4EjAvtRENM2YD2oGWopCFoL50ePbaPjNK1g0iZkmhP1d8bKQ21HoW+mQwp9vW8NxH/81oJBhdeymWcIEg2eyhIhI2RPUnA7nIFDMXIEMoUN7farE8VZWhyKpgQ3PkvL5L6Sdk9Kzt3p6XKVRZHnhyQQ3JMXHJOKuSGVEmNMPJInskrebOG1ov1bn3MRnNWtrNP/sD6/AHjA5GD</latexit>

SO : 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="e+UjeEM+4xrPLvr+/fUqMFFqW/4=">AAAB+nicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX0aOXRmLiqWmNIvFE9MIRiXwk0JDtsoUN222zO1VJ5ad48aAxXv0l3vw3LtCDoi+Z5OW9mczM82POFDjOl5FbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3zOJ+S0WJJLRJIh7Jjo8V5UzQJjDgtBNLikOf07Y/vp757TsqFYvELUxi6oV4KFjACAYt9c1iD+gDpI1GbXrp2OVKudw3S47tzGH9JW5GSihDvW9+9gYRSUIqgHCsVNd1YvBSLIERTqeFXqJojMkYD2lXU4FDqrx0fvrUOtbKwAoiqUuANVd/TqQ4VGoS+rozxDBSy95M/M/rJhBUvJSJOAEqyGJRkHALImuWgzVgkhLgE00wkUzfapERlpiATqugQ3CXX/5LWqe2e247N2el6lUWRx4doiN0glx0gaqohuqoiQi6R0/oBb0aj8az8Wa8L1pzRjZzgH7B+PgGdL+S0A==</latexit>

RRH : 0.6866

`2H�iBQMb?BT
<latexit sha1_base64="n6aq0jdxS4GVgJyvDdgXvO8p5FY=">AAABz3icbY9LS8NAFIXv1FeNr2iXboJFcFWSWtBl0Y3LFuwD2lAm09t26GQSMhO1hIhbf4UrQX+S/8Y0ZqGtBy4cvnMv3OOFgitt21+ktLG5tb1T3jX29g8Oj8zjk64K4ohhhwUiiPoeVSi4xI7mWmA/jJD6nsCeN79d5r0HjBQP5L1ehOj6dCr5hDOqMzQyK0ONTzqJUORAzXiYjsyqXbNzWevGKUwVCrVG5vtwHLDYR6mZoEoNHDvUbkIjzZnA1BjGCkPK5nSKg8xK6qNyk/z51DrPyNiaBFE2Uls5/X2RUF+phe9lmz7VM7WaLeF/2SDWk2s34TKMNUqWGkbWy1ltsW669ZpzWau3G9XmTdGwDKdwBhfgwBU04Q5a0AEGC3iDD/gkbfJInsnLz2qJFDcV+CPy+g1jh4NK</latexit>

+�mb2/ ?QK2H2bbM2bb
<latexit sha1_base64="1jCrFUPt6ZJN16z8JATf3ryet10=">AAAB1nicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfUXe6CRbBVUlaQZdFNy4r2Ae0oUymt+3QmUnITMQSIm7ErT+hW/0d/8Y0ZqGtBw4czrmXe48fcqa043wZpZXVtfWN8qa5tb2zu2ftH7RVEEcUWzTgQdT1iULOJLY00xy7YYRE+Bw7/vR6nnfuMVIskHd6FqInyFiyEaNEZ9bAOuprfNAJJbHCoT0JBHJUSmZMB1bFqTo57GXhFqICBZoD660/DGgsUGrKiVI91wm1l5BIM8oxNfvZjZDQKRljL5OSCFRekndI7dP8gVEQZZTazt3fGwkRSs2En00KoidqMZub/2W9WI8uvYTJMNYoaWqaWS93scWyaNeqbr1auz2vNK6KhmU4hhM4AxcuoAE30IQWUHiCd/iAT6NrPBrPxsvPaMkodg7hD4zXbyIwhiw=</latexit>

/`m;f/`BMFBM;
<latexit sha1_base64="idJP9T/XnU3ABWphb1DDYV368MU=">AAAB0HicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpf8bFzEyyCq5pUQZdFNy6rmLbQhjKZ3MahySTMTKQ1BHHrV7hxoX/k35jWLLT1wIXDecA9XhIyqSzrS6ssLa+srlXX9Y3Nre0dY3evLeNUUHRoHMai6xGJIePoKKZC7CYCSeSF2PFG11O/84hCspjfq0mCbkQCzoaMElVIA+Ogr3CsMl+kwakvGB8xHuQDo2bVrRnMRWKXpAYlWgPjve/HNI2QKxoSKXu2lSg3I0IxGmKu91OJCaEjEmCvoJxEKN1s9n1uHheKbw5jURxX5kz93chIJOUk8opkRNSDnPem4n9eL1XDSzdjPEkVcprrerHLnl+xSNqNun1Wb9ye15pX5cIqHMIRnIANF9CEG2iBAxSe4A0+4FO708bas/byE61oZWcf/kB7/Qa//4N5</latexit>

+�mb2 /B{+mHiv
<latexit sha1_base64="aRUrxagYiDFw5q6Ut6ABfloyngY=">AAAB03icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfURcu3ASL4KokVdBl0Y3LCqYttKFMpjd16GQSMhOxhGzErV8h7vSD/BunMQttPXDhcB5cTpBwJpXjfBm1ldW19Y36prm1vbO7Z+0fdGWcpRQ9GvM47QdEImcCPcUUx36SIokCjr1gejP3e4+YShaLezVL0I/IRLCQUaK0NLKOhgqfVE5JJtEes1A7GVezYmQ1nKZTwl4mbkUaUKEzst6H45hmEQpFOZFy4DqJ8nOSKkY5FuZQP0gInZIJDjQVJELp5+WAwj7VytgO41SfUHap/m7kJJJyFgU6GRH1IBe9ufifN8hUeOXnTCSZQkEL09S73MUVy6TbarrnzdbdRaN9XS2swzGcwBm4cAltuIUOeEChgDf4gE/DM3Lj2Xj5idaMqnMIf2C8fgPau4TE</latexit>

O D�BHfT`BbQM BM H�bi
<latexit sha1_base64="5VoM2Avq59chA6Qbw3hW/tAt4Vw=">AAAB2XicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfUZciBIPgqiZV0GXRjcsK9gFJKJPptI6dTELmRiwhC3Ejbv0GF271a/wb05qFth64cDiPCyeIBVdo219aZWFxaXmluqqvrW9sbhnbO20VpQllLRqJKOkGRDHBJWshR8G6ccJIGAjWCUaXE79zzxLFI3mD45j5IRlKPuCUYCH1jH0P2QNmnmXeES6O44SrSJpcmoIozHuGZdfsKcx54pTEghLNnvHm9SOahkwiLT4o17Fj9DOSIKeC5bqXKhYTOiJD5hZUkpApP5vOyM3DQumbgygpTqI5VX83MhIqNQ6DIhkSvFWz3kT8z3NTHJz7GZdxikzSXNeLXc7sinnSrteck1r9+tRqXJQLq7AHB3AEDpxBA66gCS2g8ATv8AGfmqs9as/ay0+0opWdXfgD7fUb1s2GcA==</latexit>

e KQMi?b  9y
<latexit sha1_base64="o4c3m5R1PhTY157OX6m6gYHK2Kk=">AAAB1XicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfUVfiJtgKrkpSi7osunFZwT6gKWUyva1DZyYxMxFLCG7ErV/RrX6Pf2Nas9DWAxcO5wH3+CFnSjvOl1FYWV1b3yhumlvbO7t71v5BSwVxRLFJAx5EHZ8o5ExiUzPNsRNGSITPse2Pb2Z++wkjxQJ5rych9gQZSTZklOhM6ltHnsZnnVzYIpD6Qdllj+Nj2a45ad8qORVnDnuZuDkpQY5G35p6g4DGAqWmnCjVdZ1Q9xISaUY5pqYXKwwJHZMRdjMqiUDVS+YTUvs0Uwb2MIiyk9qeq78bCRFKTYSfJQXJHl30ZuJ/XjfWw6tewmQYa5Q0Nc1sl7u4Ypm0qhX3vFK9q5Xq1/nCIhzDCZyBC5dQh1toQBMovMAUPuDTaBup8Wq8/UQLRt45hD8w3r8B8c2D7Q==</latexit>

are thus particularly attractive when designing social and public health interventions. We measure

interpretability of a prescriptive tree using two attributes: the number of branching nodes and the

number of features it uses (the greater these are, the less interpretable the policy).

Measure of Effectiveness. To measure effectiveness of a policy, we must use outcomes that policy-

makers care about and that are also observable in the HMIS. According to the U.S. Department

of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), an important outcome to mitigate is chronic home-

lessness. While this is not directly observable in the data, a proxy that can be observed is housing

(in)stability. Using potential outcomes notations, see Hernán and Robins (2019), we let Y (t)∈ {0,1}
denote the outcome under treatment t ∈ T –thus Y (t) = 1 iff the individual will still be housed

after one year of receiving treatment t. Note that individuals who do not receive a PSH nor RRH

resource may still have a positive outcome if e.g., they self-resolved. Mathematically, we can express

effectiveness as the expected number of people that are still housed under the given policy, i.e.,

Q(π) := E

[∑
t∈T

π(t|X)Y (t)

]
, (8)

where the expectation is taken over the joint distribution of X,Y (1), . . . , Y (T ).

Measures of Fairness. To measure fairness, we focus on metrics that have been investigated by

the ad hoc committees charged with evaluating equity in the system, see Section 6.1. These look

at outcomes by group with respect to various protected characteristics. Letting P denote the set

of protected characteristics and Xp the set of values that this covariate can take, we can express

the conditional average outcome for each group as

Qp(π,xp) := E

[∑
t∈T

π(t|X)Y (t)

∣∣∣∣∣Xp = xp

]
for all p∈P and xp ∈Xp, (9)

where Xp ⊆ X represents the value of protected characteristic p. An associated metric that we

also consider an important attribute in the choice of policy is the smallest conditional average

outcome for each protected characteristic, i.e., minxp∈XpQp(π,xp) for all p ∈ P. This is motivated

by the notion of max-min fairness that seeks to provide maximum benefit to the least advantaged

members of society (Rawls 1991). The last attribute related to fairness that we consider is the

number of protected features we branch on (with smaller numbers being preferred).
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6.3. Using our Preference Elicitation Framework

To use our framework in practice several candidate policies must be identified and their fairness,

effectiveness, and interpretability attributes must either be calculated (e.g., number of branching

nodes) or estimated from data (e.g., outcomes by race). We now describe in more detail the data

we have and the process we use to estimate the various fairness and effectiveness metrics.

Raw Data Description. The raw dataset we use features HMIS data from 16 Continuums of

Care that were sourced, accessed, anonymized, and provided to us by OrgCode Consulting, Inc.

The dataset includes the demographic characteristics and VI-SPDAT responses for I = 22,165

unsheltered single adults assessed between February 2015 and April 2018. Demographic character-

istics include individuals’ self-reported age, gender, and race or ethnicity. We collect demographic

information and VI-SPDAT responses in the feature vector Xi ∈ X ⊆RF , i ∈ I := {1, . . . , I}. The

data also includes information on the intervention Ti ∈ T received by individual i ∈ I. Housing

interventions include exits from homelessness to either PSH, RRH, family, or self-resolve. In our

analysis, we group family and self-resolve interventions under the SO category. Finally, the data

reports the observed outcome Yi, which indicated if the client is still housed 365 days after their

initial exit from homelessness, see Petry et al. (2021) for details..

Protected Characteristics and Groups. We measure fairness with respect to race/ethnicity, age,

and gender. We group individuals into three racial/ethnic groups, namely White, Black, and Other,

where the Other category represents 5.9% of the population and includes those self reported as

Asian, Hispanic, Native American, and Pacific Islander. Similarly, we group individuals into four

age groups, those aged [25,41], (41,48], (48,54], and (54,84], such that each group has approximately

the same size. Finally, there were three self reported gender groups–male, female, and transgender.

Thus, P := {race,gender,age} and e.g., Xrace := {White,Black,Other}.
Policy Attributes. This approach of grouping individuals gives us a total of J = 17 features for

each policy: 1 related to efficiency, 2 to interpretability, and the remaining to fairness.

Potential Outcomes and Assumptions. The HMIS data is an observational dataset where housing

interventions are not allocated at random (as in randomized clinical trials). We view the HMIS

data in a potential outcomes framework. In particular, the joint distribution of X and {Y (t)}t∈T
is unknown and we can only observe, for each point i in the data the outcome Yi = Yi(Ti) under

the treatment received. Critically, we cannot control (and do not know) the historical treatment

assignment policy and the outcomes Yi(t) for t 6= Ti remain unobserved. We assume however, that

the conditional probability of receiving a treatment depends only on the covariates X and that

the probability of receiving any given treatment conditional on X is positive, i.e., µ(t, x) := P(T =

t|X = x) > 0 almost surely for all t. These two assumptions, standard in causal inference, will
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allow us to use the available data to estimate the performance of counterfactual housing allocation

policies. While not possible to verify them from the data, these assumptions mostly hold based on

what we know about the system (indeed, while some data from case conferencing that is not in

HMIS may have been used to assign resources, this seems to be a rare occurence).

Estimating the Performance of Counterfactual Policies. Evaluating several of the fairness and

efficiency metrics such as (8) and (9) requires knowledge of the joint distribution of X and

{Y (t)}t∈T . While this distribution is unknown, we can leverage the assumptions above to estimate

them from the historical observations {(Xi, Ti, Yi)}i∈I . In our work, we propose to use a doubly

robust estimator, see Dud́ık et al. (2011). Specifically, we estimate Q(π) an Qp(π,xp) through

Q̂(π) :=
1

I

∑
i∈I

(
ν̂π(Xi)(Xi) + (Yi− ν̂Ti(Xi))

π(Ti|Xi)

µ̂(Ti,Xi)

)
(10)

and

Q̂p(π,xp) :=
1

|i∈ I :Xi,p = xp|
∑

i∈I:Xi,p=xp

(
ν̂π(Xi)(Xi) + (Yi− ν̂Ti(Xi))

π(Ti|Xi)

µ̂(Ti,Xi)

)
, (11)

respectively. Here, µ̂ is an estimator of µ, which is obtained for instance using machine learning,

by fitting a model to {(Xi, Ti)}i∈I , and ν̂t(x) is and estimator of E(Y |T = t,X = x) obtained by

fitting a model on the subpopulation that was assigned treatment t. Provided at least one of µ̂

or ν̂ converges almost surely to µ or ν, respectively, these doubly robust estimators of Q(π) and

Q̂p(π,xp) will be asymptotically unbiased. All fairness and efficiency metrics of a policy π can then

be estimated using the two estimators above.

6.4. Numerical Case Study

We now summarize our findings. We first discuss our models of ν̂t(x), t ∈ T , and µ̂(t, x) and then

present the results of the offline and online elicitation procedures.

Since we use estimation procedures to evaluate the counterfactual performance of a policy and

in particular its fairness properties, it is imperative that our learned models of ν̂t(x) and µ̂(t, x)

in (10) and (11) be fair. In particular, they should have the same true positive rates (TPR) and

same false positive rates (FPR) across groups for each protected group and feature. This notion of

fairness is known as equalized odds, see Hardt et al. (2016). We calculate the equalized odds fairness

metric by taking the maximum, across all protected characteristics, of the greatest difference in

both TPR and FPR between all groups. Thus, this is a number between 0 and 1 and we would like

it to be as small as possible to indicate a fair classifier. We use the approach from Aghaei et al.

(2020) to learn optimal fair classification trees–we denote this by OFT. This framework has the

advantage that it performs close to the best unfair models (e.g., CART, random forests) in terms

of accuracy when no fairness constraints are imposed, that it applies to multi-class classification

problems, and to problems with multiple protected groups and multiple levels for each group.
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Fair Learning of ν̂t(x). We used several models to learn outcomes ν̂t(x) =E(Y |X = x,T = t) for

t ∈ T . Results of the best models are shown on Figure 2. As shown in the figure, in both training

and testing the best CART model had equalized odds of over 75% showcasing the importance of

imposing fairness directly in the model. In contrast, by using OFT, we can see that in all cases we

could significantly decrease equalized odds of the learned models compared to CART at no cost to

accuracy. For t ∈ {SO,RRH}, decreasing equalized odds beyond about 20% results in significant

drop in accuracy. For our predictions, we chose the model associated with the lowest possible

equalized odds that did not result in significant drop in accuracy. For the case of the SO model,

rather than optimizing accuracy, we optimized balanced accuracy since this dataset was significantly

imbalanced. From the figure, we can see that the learned models are interpretable and also make

a lot of sense. For example, in the case of the SO intervention, only those recently stably housed

with no more than one episode of homelessness are predicted to have a positive outcome.

Fair Learning of µ̂(t, x). Learning the propensity score is a multi-class classification problem. We

generalize the equalized odds fairness metric to multiple classes as the greatest difference in error

rates of any type across groups. Our results on learning µ̂(t, x) are summarized in Figure 3. From the

figure, we see that the best CART model results in equalized odds of over 80%, whereas using OFT

allows us to carefully tune the trade-off between fairness and accuracy and in particular to reduce

equalized odds to under 38% at no cost to accuracy. Moreover, we see that the model obtained

to fairly predict propensity score is very interpretable and natural: the more the indications of

vulnerability an individual has, the more likely they are to get more supportive interventions.

Generating Feasible Counterfactual Prescriptive Tree-Based Policies. To generate feasible coun-

terfactual prescriptive trees with different fairness, efficiency, and interpretability properties, we

proceed as follows. For each policy we wish to design (25 in total), we sample a utility vector u

uniformly at random from the set U = {u ∈R17
+ : e>u= 1}. We also draw the depth d of the tree

uniformly from the set {1,2,3}. Then, we use the method from Jo et al. (2021) to design an optimal

and feasible tree based policy of depth d that optimizes the combination of the aforementioned

metrics of fairness, efficiency, and interpretability with weight vector u. Finally, we record the

relevant attributes of the policy, resulting in a dataset with I = 25 policies and J = 17 attributes.

Results of Offline MMR Elicitation. We focus on the min-max regret case as this usually results in

less conservative solutions. The results of offline MMR on this dataset of candidate prescriptive tree

policies are shown on Figure 4. From the figure, we see that our approach consistently outperforms

random elicitation across all numbers of queries in terms of worst-case regret. In particular, with

just a single query, our approach is able to outperform the average performance of random elicita-

tion with 10 queries. This is true whether responses given by the user are inconsistent or not. In

addition, optimizing over queries is faster than evaluating the performance of all possible queries.
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y
<latexit sha1_base64="n5AK646Msq7Mq04jt+nuBJenxtc=">AAABwnicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZIq6LKoC5cV7APaUCbT2zp2ZhIzN2KJ+Qm3uvWj/BvTmoW2HrhwOA+4J4ikMOS6X1ZpZXVtfaO8aW9t7+zuVfYP2iZMYo4tHsow7gbMoBQaWyRIYjeKkalAYieYXM/8zjPGRoT6nqYR+oqNtRgJziiXun3CF0rdbFCpujV3DmeZeAWpQoHmoPLZH4Y8UaiJS2ZMz3Mj8lMWk+ASM7ufGIwYn7Ax9nKqmULjp/N/M+ckV4bOKIzz0+TM1d+NlCljpirIk4rRg1n0ZuJ/Xi+h0aWfCh0lhJpntp3v8hZXLJN2vead1ep359XGVbGwDEdwDKfgwQU04Baa0AIOEt7gHT6sG+vRerLMT7RkFZ1D+APr9RuTNn3J</latexit>

R<latexit sha1_base64="4gTj3PE3/BapvlGldgrq7JPWJDI=">AAABwnicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZIq6LKoC5cV7APaUCbT2zp2ZhIzN2KJ+Qm3uvWj/BvTmoW2HrhwOA+4J4ikMOS6X1ZpZXVtfaO8aW9t7+zuVfYP2iZMYo4tHsow7gbMoBQaWyRIYjeKkalAYieYXM/8zjPGRoT6nqYR+oqNtRgJziiXun3CF0q9bFCpujV3DmeZeAWpQoHmoPLZH4Y8UaiJS2ZMz3Mj8lMWk+ASM7ufGIwYn7Ax9nKqmULjp/N/M+ckV4bOKIzz0+TM1d+NlCljpirIk4rRg1n0ZuJ/Xi+h0aWfCh0lhJpntp3v8hZXLJN2vead1ep359XGVbGwDEdwDKfgwQU04Baa0AIOEt7gHT6sG+vRerLMT7RkFZ1D+APr9RuUjn3K</latexit>R<latexit sha1_base64="4gTj3PE3/BapvlGldgrq7JPWJDI=">AAABwnicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZIq6LKoC5cV7APaUCbT2zp2ZhIzN2KJ+Qm3uvWj/BvTmoW2HrhwOA+4J4ikMOS6X1ZpZXVtfaO8aW9t7+zuVfYP2iZMYo4tHsow7gbMoBQaWyRIYjeKkalAYieYXM/8zjPGRoT6nqYR+oqNtRgJziiXun3CF0q9bFCpujV3DmeZeAWpQoHmoPLZH4Y8UaiJS2ZMz3Mj8lMWk+ASM7ufGIwYn7Ax9nKqmULjp/N/M+ckV4bOKIzz0+TM1d+NlCljpirIk4rRg1n0ZuJ/Xi+h0aWfCh0lhJpntp3v8hZXLJN2vead1ep359XGVbGwDEdwDKfgwQU04Baa0AIOEt7gHT6sG+vRerLMT7RkFZ1D+APr9RuUjn3K</latexit>

b+Q`2  8
<latexit sha1_base64="6B7P8RQx11IQ1bvc8j5ri0dVsJA=">AAABz3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpf0S7dBIvgqiRVsMuiG5ct2Ac0oUymt3XoZBJnJmoJEbd+hStBP8m/Ma1ZaOuBC4fzgHuCmDOlHefLKK2tb2xulbfNnd29/QPr8KirokRS7NCIR7IfEIWcCexopjn2Y4kkDDj2gun13O89oFQsErd6FqMfkolgY0aJzqWhVfE0PulU0UhiZnsc7+3G0Ko6NWcBe5W4BalCgdbQevdGEU1CFJpyotTAdWLtp0RqRjlmppcojAmdkgkOcipIiMpPF89n9mmujOxxJPMT2l6ovxspCZWahUGeDIm+U8veXPzPGyR63PBTJuJEo6CZaea73OUVq6Rbr7nntXr7otq8KhaW4RhO4AxcuIQm3EALOkBhBm/wAZ9G23g0no2Xn2jJKDoV+APj9Rs1gIJq</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>

LQ
<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>LQ

<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>

LQ
<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>
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y
<latexit sha1_base64="n5AK646Msq7Mq04jt+nuBJenxtc=">AAABwnicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZIq6LKoC5cV7APaUCbT2zp2ZhIzN2KJ+Qm3uvWj/BvTmoW2HrhwOA+4J4ikMOS6X1ZpZXVtfaO8aW9t7+zuVfYP2iZMYo4tHsow7gbMoBQaWyRIYjeKkalAYieYXM/8zjPGRoT6nqYR+oqNtRgJziiXun3CF0rdbFCpujV3DmeZeAWpQoHmoPLZH4Y8UaiJS2ZMz3Mj8lMWk+ASM7ufGIwYn7Ax9nKqmULjp/N/M+ckV4bOKIzz0+TM1d+NlCljpirIk4rRg1n0ZuJ/Xi+h0aWfCh0lhJpntp3v8hZXLJN2vead1ep359XGVbGwDEdwDKfgwQU04Baa0AIOEt7gHT6sG+vRerLMT7RkFZ1D+APr9RuTNn3J</latexit>

R<latexit sha1_base64="4gTj3PE3/BapvlGldgrq7JPWJDI=">AAABwnicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZIq6LKoC5cV7APaUCbT2zp2ZhIzN2KJ+Qm3uvWj/BvTmoW2HrhwOA+4J4ikMOS6X1ZpZXVtfaO8aW9t7+zuVfYP2iZMYo4tHsow7gbMoBQaWyRIYjeKkalAYieYXM/8zjPGRoT6nqYR+oqNtRgJziiXun3CF0q9bFCpujV3DmeZeAWpQoHmoPLZH4Y8UaiJS2ZMz3Mj8lMWk+ASM7ufGIwYn7Ax9nKqmULjp/N/M+ckV4bOKIzz0+TM1d+NlCljpirIk4rRg1n0ZuJ/Xi+h0aWfCh0lhJpntp3v8hZXLJN2vead1ep359XGVbGwDEdwDKfgwQU04Baa0AIOEt7gHT6sG+vRerLMT7RkFZ1D+APr9RuUjn3K</latexit>

R<latexit sha1_base64="4gTj3PE3/BapvlGldgrq7JPWJDI=">AAABwnicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZIq6LKoC5cV7APaUCbT2zp2ZhIzN2KJ+Qm3uvWj/BvTmoW2HrhwOA+4J4ikMOS6X1ZpZXVtfaO8aW9t7+zuVfYP2iZMYo4tHsow7gbMoBQaWyRIYjeKkalAYieYXM/8zjPGRoT6nqYR+oqNtRgJziiXun3CF0q9bFCpujV3DmeZeAWpQoHmoPLZH4Y8UaiJS2ZMz3Mj8lMWk+ASM7ufGIwYn7Ax9nKqmULjp/N/M+ckV4bOKIzz0+TM1d+NlCljpirIk4rRg1n0ZuJ/Xi+h0aWfCh0lhJpntp3v8hZXLJN2vead1ep359XGVbGwDEdwDKfgwQU04Baa0AIOEt7gHT6sG+vRerLMT7RkFZ1D+APr9RuUjn3K</latexit>

T2i
<latexit sha1_base64="Wi8iPbQQFXynv7e+Doj/coFXiFs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVREJcV7APbUCbT2zp0MhkyN2IJ8Svc6s6P8m9MaxbaeuDC4TzgnkBLYch1v6zS2vrG5lZ5297Z3ds/qBwedUyUxBzbPJJR3AuYQSkUtkmQxJ6OkYWBxG4wvZn73WeMjYjUA800+iGbKDEWnFEuPQ4IXyjVSNmwUnVr7gLOKvEKUoUCrWHlczCKeBKiIi6ZMX3P1eSnLCbBJWb2IDGoGZ+yCfZzqliIxk8XH2fOWa6MnHEU56fIWai/GykLjZmFQZ4MGT2ZZW8u/uf1Expf+alQOiFUPLPtfJe3vGKVdOo176JWv29Um9fFwjKcwCmcgweX0IQ7aEEbOCh4g3f4sG4taRkr+YmWrKJzDH9gvX4DXPV+9g==</latexit>

b+Q`2  12
<latexit sha1_base64="FDfzKzL/KIa1qJxxSfN1jEq+K9Q=">AAAB0HicbU/LSsNAFL2prxpf8bFzEyyCq5JUQZdFNy6r2Ac0oUymt3XoZBJnJtIagrj1K9y40D/yb0xrFtp64MLhPOCeIOZMacf5MkpLyyura+V1c2Nza3vH2t1rqSiRFJs04pHsBEQhZwKbmmmOnVgiCQOO7WB0NfXbjygVi8SdnsToh2Qo2IBRonOpZx14Gsc6VTSSmNkexwfbrfWsilN1ZrAXiVuQChRo9Kx3rx/RJEShKSdKdV0n1n5KpGaUY2Z6icKY0BEZYjengoSo/HT2fWYf50rfHkQyP6Htmfq7kZJQqUkY5MmQ6Hs1703F/7xuogcXfspEnGgUNDPNfJc7v2KRtGpV97Rauzmr1C+LhWU4hCM4ARfOoQ7X0IAmUHiCN/iAT+PWGBvPxstPtGQUnX34A+P1G5tbgp8=</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>

LQ
<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>LQ

<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>
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Figure 2 Optimal and fair decision trees for estimating νt(x) = E(Y |X = x,T = t) for t ∈ {SO,RRH,PSH} (top,

middle, and bottom, respectively). The figures on the right show the fairness/accuracy trade-off both in-

sample and out-of-sample for CART (empty circle and triangle) and for OFT (filled circles and triangles).

The figures on the left show the optimal fair classification trees that we chose to use; these corresponded

to the trees that were the most fair among those that resulted in minimal loss in accuracy.

Results of Online MMR Elicitation. Since in the online case it is not possible to compute the

objective value of the problem, we evaluate our method through simulation by sampling 50 agent

utilities from the uncertainty set and allowing potential inconsistencies in their responses. The

results are summarized in Figure 5. From the figure, it can be seen that our approach consistently

outperforms all other methods from the literature in terms of worst-case regret, worst-case true
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Propensity Score

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>

LQ
<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

i`BKQ`#B/Biv
<latexit sha1_base64="p7KKmSCxR6OAhCA6Eva1D169Ow8=">AAABz3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpf0S7dBIvgqiRV0GXRjcsWTFtoQ5lMp3VoZhJmbtQQIm79CleCfpJ/Y1qz0NYDFw7nAfcEccg1Os6XUVlb39jcqm6bO7t7+wfW4VFXR4mizKNRGKl+QDQLuWQecgxZP1aMiCBkvWB2M/d7D0xpHsk7TGPmCzKVfMIpwUIaWbUhsifMUHERqYCPOab5yKo7DWcBe5W4JalDifbIeh+OI5oIJpGGROuB68ToZ0QhpyHLzWGiWUzojEzZoKCSCKb9bPF8bp8WytieRKo4ifZC/d3IiNA6FUGRFATv9bI3F//zBglOrvyMyzhBJmlumsUud3nFKuk2G+55o9m5qLeuy4VVOIYTOAMXLqEFt9AGDyik8AYf8Gl0jEfj2Xj5iVaMslODPzBevwF5goNa</latexit>

__>
<latexit sha1_base64="YW9sr5z4upC0EzGwoW24JWnf9Kk=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+oi7dBIvgqiRV0GVRkC5rsQ9sQ5lMb+vQmUnITMQS4le41Z0f5d+Y1iy09cCFw3nAPUEkuDau+0VKa+sbm1vlbWtnd2//wD486ugwiRm2WSjCuBdQjYIrbBtuBPaiGKkMBHaD6e3c7z5jrHmoHswsQl/SieJjzqjJpceBwReTtlqNbGhX3Kq7gLNKvIJUoEBzaH8ORiFLJCrDBNW677mR8VMaG84EZtYg0RhRNqUT7OdUUYnaTxcfZ85ZroyccRjnp4yzUH83Uiq1nskgT0pqnvSyNxf/8/qJGV/7KVdRYlCxzLLyXd7yilXSqVW9i2rt/rJSvykWluEETuEcPLiCOjSgCW1goOAN3uGD3BFBNEl+oiVSdI7hD8jrN9+ffpk=</latexit>

Sa>
<latexit sha1_base64="Y8LP9GmupWqymvRMjMLNeN7gNPE=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVRkC4r2ge2oUymt3XoZBIyN2IJ8Svc6s6P8m9MaxZaPXDhcB5wjx8pachxPllpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYPOiZMYoFtEaow7vncoJIa2yRJYS+KkQe+wq4/vZ773SeMjQz1Pc0i9AI+0XIsBadcehgQPlPaumtmw0rVqTkL2H+JW5AqFGgNKx+DUSiSADUJxY3pu05EXspjkkJhZg0SgxEXUz7Bfk41D9B46eLjzD7JlZE9DuP8NNkL9Wcj5YExs8DPkwGnR7PszcX/vH5C40svlTpKCLXILCvf5S6v+Es69Zp7VqvfnlcbV8XCMhzBMZyCCxfQgCa0oA0CNLzCG7yzG6aYYcl3tMSKziH8Anv5At5Efpg=</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>LQ

<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

u2b
<latexit sha1_base64="p3kL19WqozSfWzCpUP/q6zbnCHs=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GVREJcV7EPbUCbT2zp0MgmZG7GE+BVudedH+TemNQttPXDhcB5wjx8pachxvlhpZXVtfaO8aW1t7+zuVfYP2iZMYoEtEaow7vrcoJIaWyRJYTeKkQe+wo4/uZ75nWeMjQz1PU0j9AI+1nIkBadceuwTvlD6gCYbVKpOzZnDXiZuQapQoDmofPaHoUgC1CQUN6bnOhF5KY9JCoWZ1U8MRlxM+Bh7OdU8QOOl848z+yRXhvYojPPTZM/V342UB8ZMAz9PBpyezKI3E//zegmNLr1U6igh1CKzrHyXu7himbTrNfesVr87rzauioVlOIJjOAUXLqABt9CEFgjQ8Abv8MFumGKGJT/REis6h/AH7PUbPId+3g==</latexit>

LQ
<latexit sha1_base64="h3t+Tisg1GmRNp2QBg6SAcRrnf0=">AAABw3icbU/LSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVZJa0GVRBFdSwT6kDWUyva1DM5MwcyOWkK9wq0s/yr8xrVlo64ELh/OAe4I4FIZc98sqra1vbG6Vt+2d3b39g8rhUcdEiebY5lEY6V7ADIZCYZsEhdiLNTIZhNgNpjdzv/uC2ohIPdIsRl+yiRJjwRnl0tOA8JXS+ygbVqpuzV3AWSVeQapQoDWsfA5GEU8kKuIhM6bvuTH5KdMkeIiZPUgMxoxP2QT7OVVMovHTxcOZc5YrI2cc6fwUOQv1dyNl0piZDPKkZPRslr25+J/XT2h85adCxQmh4plt57u85RWrpFOveRe1+kOj2rwuFpbhBE7hHDy4hCbcQQvawEHCG7zDh3VrTS1t0U+0ZBWdY/gDK/sGeGx+YA==</latexit>

/�vb bBM+2
<latexit sha1_base64="qxDlpZ6CY12mCbIVxnfiX0ea6Qs=">AAABzXicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+Ul26CRbBVUmqoMuiG3dWsA9oQ5lMb+vQmUnITNQS49avcKl+k39jWrPQ1gMXDucB9wSR4Nq47hcprayurW+UN62t7Z3dPbuy39ZhEjNssVCEcTegGgVX2DLcCOxGMVIZCOwEk6uZ33nAWPNQ3ZlphL6kY8VHnFGTSwO70jf4ZNIhnWpHc8UwG9hVt+bO4SwTryBVKNAc2O/9YcgSicowQbXueW5k/JTGhjOBmdVPNEaUTegYezlVVKL20/nrmXOcK0NnFMb5KePM1d+NlEqtpzLIk5Kae73ozcT/vF5iRhd+ylWUGFQss6x8l7e4Ypm06zXvtFa/Pas2LouFZTiEIzgBD86hAdfQhBYweIQ3+IBPckMS8kxefqIlUnQO4A/I6zdyy4IH</latexit>

bi�#H2 ?QmbBM;  392
<latexit sha1_base64="RVVSa9oBVDAoHTmAQ1d4/R9D9Cg=">AAAB2nicbY9LS8NAFIVv6qvGV9SlIMEiuCpJK6i7ohuXFewDmlAm05t26GQSMxOxhGzEjbj1L7hxq3/Gf2Nas9DWAxcO37lncbyIM6ks60srLS2vrK6V1/WNza3tHWN3ry3DJKbYoiEP465HJHImsKWY4tiNYiSBx7Hjja+meeceY8lCcasmEboBGQrmM0pUjvrGoaPwQaVSkbxhjsJEMjHMTIfjnVm/qPWNilW1ZjIXjV2YChRq9o03ZxDSJEChKCdS9mwrUm5KYsUox0x3EokRoWMyxF5uBQlQuulsR2Ye52Rg+mGcn1DmjP5upCSQchJ4+WdA1EjOZ1P4X9ZLlH/upkxEiUJBM13Pd9nzKxZNu1a169XazWmlcVksLMMBHMEJ2HAGDbiGJrSAwhO8wwd8ao72qD1rLz+vJa3o7MMfaa/fadmGug==</latexit>

bm#@b+Q`2  0
<latexit sha1_base64="HUemzKh1/LaWRI8ZxW6bloxO+2I=">AAAB03icbY/NSsNAFIXv1L8a/6IuXLgJFsGNJamCLotuXFYwbaEJZTK9rUMnk5iZiCVkI259CnGnD+TbmNYstPXAhcN3zl2cIBZcadv+IpWl5ZXVteq6sbG5tb1j7u61VZQmDF0WiSjpBlSh4BJdzbXAbpwgDQOBnWB8Pc07j5goHsk7PYnRD+lI8iFnVBeobx54Gp90ptLgVLEowdzyBD5Ydt+s2XV7JmvROKWpQalW33z3BhFLQ5SaCapUz7Fj7Wc00ZwJzA0vVRhTNqYj7BVW0hCVn80G5NZxQQbWMEqKk9qa0d8fGQ2VmoRB0Qypvlfz2RT+l/VSPbz0My7jVKNkuWEUu5z5FYum3ag7Z/XG7XmteVUurMIhHMEJOHABTbiBFrjAIIc3+IBP4pKMPJOXn2qFlD/78Efk9RvVa4QB</latexit>

?�`K b2H7
<latexit sha1_base64="w2jZ2YSIXeQxu3y6Yv7hJD/Q7F8=">AAABzHicbU/LSsNQEJ3UV42vqEs3wSK4KkkVdFl040oq2Ae0odzcTtpLc29C7qRYQrZ+hdv6T/6Nac1CWw8MHM45M8zx41Bocpwvo7K1vbO7V903Dw6Pjk+s07OOjtKEY5tHYZT0fKYxFArbJCjEXpwgk36IXX/6uPS7M0y0iNQrzWP0JBsrEQjOqJCGljUgfKNswhJpF1eCfGjVnLqzgr1J3JLUoERraC0Go4inEhXxkGndd52YvIwlJHiIuTlINcaMT9kY+wVVTKL2stXnuX1VKCM7iJJiFNkr9fdGxqTWc+kXScloote9pfif108puPcyoeKUUPHcNIte7nqLTdJp1N2beuPlttZ8KBtW4QIu4RpcuIMmPEEL2sBhBh+wgE/j2SAjM/KfaMUod87hD4z3b6+kgYw=</latexit>

Q` Qi?2`
<latexit sha1_base64="yzp0rQZFRzKiiRZ+465qZ6oBM3A=">AAABy3icbU/LTsJAFL3FF9YHVZduGomJK9KiiS6JbtyYYCKPBBoyHS4woZ1pOrdGrF36FW7lo/wbC3ah4FmdnEfuPX4UCE2O82WUNja3tnfKu+be/sFhxTo6bmuVxBxbXAUq7vpMYyAktkhQgN0oRhb6AXb86d3C7zxjrIWSTzSL0AvZWIqR4IxyaWBV+oQvlKrYVjTBOBtYVafmLGGvE7cgVSjQHFjz/lDxJERJPGBa91wnIi9lMQkeYGb2E40R41M2xl5OJQtRe+ny8cw+z5WhPcqvj5Qke6n+bqQs1HoW+nkyZDTRq95C/M/rJTS68VIho4RQ8sw0813u6op10q7X3Mta/fGq2rgtFpbhFM7gAly4hgbcQxNawCGBD/iEufFgaOPVePuJloyicwJ/YLx/AxrNgTM=</latexit>

__>
<latexit sha1_base64="YW9sr5z4upC0EzGwoW24JWnf9Kk=">AAABxHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+oi7dBIvgqiRV0GVRkC5rsQ9sQ5lMb+vQmUnITMQS4le41Z0f5d+Y1iy09cCFw3nAPUEkuDau+0VKa+sbm1vlbWtnd2//wD486ugwiRm2WSjCuBdQjYIrbBtuBPaiGKkMBHaD6e3c7z5jrHmoHswsQl/SieJjzqjJpceBwReTtlqNbGhX3Kq7gLNKvIJUoEBzaH8ORiFLJCrDBNW677mR8VMaG84EZtYg0RhRNqUT7OdUUYnaTxcfZ85ZroyccRjnp4yzUH83Uiq1nskgT0pqnvSyNxf/8/qJGV/7KVdRYlCxzLLyXd7yilXSqVW9i2rt/rJSvykWluEETuEcPLiCOjSgCW1goOAN3uGD3BFBNEl+oiVSdI7hD8jrN9+ffpk=</latexit>

b2`pB+2b
<latexit sha1_base64="DdZCa3wKaG6r6OVlmHXR+1anINg=">AAABy3icbU/LSsNAFL1TXzU+GnXpJlgEVyWpgi6LbtwIFewD2lAm09s6dDIJM5NijVn6FW7tR/k3pjULbT1w4XAecE8QC66N636R0sbm1vZOedfa2z84rNhHx20dJYphi0UiUt2AahRcYstwI7AbK6RhILATTO4WfmeKSvNIPplZjH5Ix5KPOKMmlwZ2pW/wxaQa1ZQz1NnArro1dwlnnXgFqUKB5sCe94cRS0KUhgmqdc9zY+OnVBnOBGZWP9EYUzahY+zlVNIQtZ8uH8+c81wZOqNI5SeNs1R/N1Iaaj0LgzwZUvOsV72F+J/XS8zoxk+5jBODkmWWle/yVlesk3a95l3W6o9X1cZtsbAMp3AGF+DBNTTgHprQAgYJfMAnzMkD0eSVvP1ES6TonMAfkPdvc36BdA==</latexit>

QMHv
<latexit sha1_base64="uRCZ5UJY+VpZIqrbWvI5h+mi/14=">AAABxXicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgqiRV0GXRhS4r2AekoUym0zp0HiFzUywh+BVudeVH+TemNQutHrhwOA+4J4qlsOh5n6Sytr6xuVXddnZ29/YPaodHXWvShPEOM9Ik/YhaLoXmHRQoeT9OOFWR5L1oervwezOeWGH0I85jHio60WIsGMVCCgbInzEzWs7zYa3uNbwl3L/EL0kdSrSHtY/ByLBUcY1MUmsD34sxzGiCgkmeO4PU8piyKZ3woKCaKm7DbPly7p4Vysgdm6Q4je5S/dnIqLJ2rqIiqSg+2VVvIf7nBSmOr8NM6DhFrlnuOMUuf3XFX9JtNvyLRvPhst66KRdW4QRO4Rx8uIIW3EMbOsDAwCu8wTu5I4ogmX1HK6TsHMMvkJcvKFF/eQ==</latexit>

Sa>,yXe398
<latexit sha1_base64="31tUUTYPPg0tq7Hge/9/L5elr/4=">AAABzXicbU/LTsJAFL2DL6yvoks3jcTEVdMiKnFFdMNOjPJIoCHT4YIT2mnTmaqk1q1f4VL9Jv/Ggl0oepKbnJxHco8belwqy/okhaXlldW14rq2sbm1vaOXdtsyiCOGLRZ4QdR1qUSPC2wprjzshhFS3/Ww404uZ37nHiPJA3GrpiE6Ph0LPuKMqkwa6KW+wkeVNG8a55Z5WquepAO9bJnWHMZfYuekDDmaA/2tPwxY7KNQzKNS9mwrVE5CI8WZh6nWjyWGlE3oGHsZFdRH6STz11PjMFOGxiiIshPKmKs/Gwn1pZz6bpb0qbqTi95M/M/rxWpUcxIuwlihYKmmZbvsxRV/Sbti2sdm5bparl/kC4uwDwdwBDacQR0a0IQWMHiAV3iHD3JFYvJEnr+jBZJ39uAXyMsXXMyAfg==</latexit>

__>,yXyjkd
<latexit sha1_base64="5V4iIi9HuZwFwFdNCmVAKcTodcc=">AAABzXicbY/NTsJAFIVv8Q/rX9Glm0Zi4oq0YIJxRXTDTiQWSKAh0+GCEzrTpjNVSa1bn8Kl+ky+jQW7UPAkN/lyzr3JPV7oM6ks60srrK1vbG4Vt/Wd3b39A6N02JFBHFF0aOAHUc8jEn0m0FFM+dgLIyTc87HrTa/nefcBI8kCcadmIbqcTAQbM0pUZg2N0kDhk0ra7ealVbFq1Xo6NMoZLWSugp1DGXK1hsb7YBTQmKNQ1CdS9m0rVG5CIsWoj6k+iCWGhE7JBPsZCsJRusni9dQ8zZyROQ6ibIQyF+7vi4RwKWfcyzY5UfdyOZub/2X9WI0v3ISJMFYoaKrrWS97ucUqdKoVu1ap3p6XG1d5wyIcwwmcgQ11aEATWuAAhUd4gw/41G60WHvWXn5WC1p+cwR/pL1+A09IgHQ=</latexit>

Sa>,yXj8dR
<latexit sha1_base64="z6MkqvHp9NYgDCIAVWsk4NeYZd4=">AAABzXicbU/LTsJAFL3FF9ZX0aWbRmLiqmlBg3FFdMNOjPJIoCHT4YITOtOmM1VJrVu/wqX6Tf6NBbtQ8CQ3OTmP5B4v9JlUtv2lFVZW19Y3ipv61vbO7p5R2m/LII4otmjgB1HXIxJ9JrClmPKxG0ZIuOdjx5tczfzOA0aSBeJOTUN0ORkLNmKUqEwaGKW+wieVNG8bF7ZVPas56cAo25Y9h7lMnJyUIUdzYLz3hwGNOQpFfSJlz7FD5SYkUoz6mOr9WGJI6ISMsZdRQThKN5m/nprHmTI0R0GUnVDmXP3dSAiXcsq9LMmJupeL3kz8z+vFanTuJkyEsUJBU13PdjmLK5ZJu2I5Vatyc1quX+YLi3AIR3ACDtSgDg1oQgsoPMIbfMCndq3F2rP28hMtaHnnAP5Ae/0GU1iAdw==</latexit>

__>,yX8
<latexit sha1_base64="Uzy22E8eTctdOgwDYS3GDYhMNAc=">AAAByHicbU/LSsNAFL1TXzW+qi7dBIvgKiS1orgquimuarEPaGOZTG/r0GQyZCZqCdn4FW4V/Cj/xrRmoa0HLhzOA+7xpM+Vtu0vUlhZXVvfKG4aW9s7u3ul/YO2CuOIYYuFfhh1ParQ5wJbmmsfuzJCGng+drzJzczvPGGkeCju9VSiG9Cx4CPOqM6kh77GF500m/Ur2zpPB6WybdlzmMvEyUkZcjQGpc/+MGRxgEIznyrVc2yp3YRGmjMfU6MfK5SUTegYexkVNEDlJvOvU/MkU4bmKIyyE9qcq78bCQ2UmgZelgyoflSL3kz8z+vFenTpJlzIWKNgqWFku5zFFcukXbGcM6tyVy3XrvOFRTiCYzgFBy6gBnVoQAsYRPAG7/BBbokkz2T6Ey2QvHMIf0BevwGVwX+O</latexit>

Sa>,yXy9RR
<latexit sha1_base64="JIIMIHPavinRr4eQV+oVm2HLznE=">AAABzXicbY9LS8NAFIVv6qvGV6pLN8EiuCpJLSiuim66s6J9QBvKZHpbh85MQmailhi3/gqX6m/y35jWLLT1wIWPc+6Fe/yQM6Ud58sorKyurW8UN82t7Z3dPau031ZBHFFs0YAHUdcnCjmT2NJMc+yGERLhc+z4k6tZ3nnASLFA3ulpiJ4gY8lGjBKdWQOr1Nf4pJPmbePCqTg1100HVjmjuexlcHMoQ67mwHrvDwMaC5SacqJUz3VC7SUk0oxyTM1+rDAkdELG2MtQEoHKS+avp/Zx5gztURBlI7U9d39fJEQoNRV+timIvleL2cz8L+vFenTuJUyGsUZJU9PMermLLZahXa24p5XqTa1cv8wbFuEQjuAEXDiDOjSgCS2g8Ahv8AGfxrURG8/Gy89qwchvDuCPjNdvRdeAbQ==</latexit>

__>,yX8dyd
<latexit sha1_base64="UkdyuXNOQw8snWtAHeft85LUku4=">AAABzXicbU/LTsJAFL3FF9ZX0aWbRmLiqmlRg3FFdMNOJPJIoCHT4YITptOmM1VJrVu/wqX6Tf6NBbtQ8CQ3OTmP5B4v5Ewq2/7SCiura+sbxU19a3tnd88o7bdlEEcUWzTgQdT1iETOBLYUUxy7YYTE9zh2vMn1zO88YCRZIO7UNETXJ2PBRowSlUkDo9RX+KSSZrN+aVvnVbuaDoyybdlzmMvEyUkZcjQGxnt/GNDYR6EoJ1L2HDtUbkIixSjHVO/HEkNCJ2SMvYwK4qN0k/nrqXmcKUNzFETZCWXO1d+NhPhSTn0vS/pE3ctFbyb+5/ViNbpwEybCWKGgqa5nu5zFFcukXbGcU6tye1auXeULi3AIR3ACDlShBnVoQAsoPMIbfMCndqPF2rP28hMtaHnnAP5Ae/0GWMWAew==</latexit>

Sa>,yXy9de
<latexit sha1_base64="suxwfD7MGkabulOtuR4CSzwbpSk=">AAABzXicbY/NTsJAFIVv8Q/rX9Glm0Zi4oq0SMS4IrphJ0YLJNCQ6XDBCe206UxVUuvWp3CpPpNv44BdKHiSm3w5597kHi/ymZCW9aUVVlbX1jeKm/rW9s7unlHab4swiSk6NPTDuOsRgT7j6EgmfexGMZLA87HjTa5meecBY8FCfienEboBGXM2YpRIZQ2MUl/ik0xbt80Lq2LV6mfZwCgrmstcBjuHMuRqDYz3/jCkSYBcUp8I0bOtSLopiSWjPmZ6PxEYETohY+wp5CRA4abz1zPzWDlDcxTGarg05+7vi5QEQkwDT20GRN6LxWxm/pf1Ejk6d1PGo0Qip5muq172YotlaFcr9mmlelMrNy7zhkU4hCM4ARvq0IAmtMABCo/wBh/wqV1rifasvfysFrT85gD+SHv9BlSlgHg=</latexit>

__>,yXjjjj
<latexit sha1_base64="H3zkRlfF6ag8xT5NH3zT32Ex1lM=">AAABzXicbU/LTsJAFL3FF9ZX0aWbRmLiqmmBROOK6IadSOSRQEOmwwUntNOmM1VJrVu/wqX6Tf6NA3ah4ElucnIeyT1e5DMhbftLK6ytb2xuFbf1nd29/QOjdNgRYRJTbNPQD+OeRwT6jGNbMuljL4qRBJ6PXW96Pfe7DxgLFvI7OYvQDciEszGjRCppaJQGEp9k2mo1Lm2rqpANjbJt2QuYq8TJSRlyNIfG+2AU0iRALqlPhOg7diTdlMSSUR8zfZAIjAidkgn2FeUkQOGmi9cz81QpI3Mcxuq4NBfq70ZKAiFmgaeSAZH3Ytmbi/95/USOL9yU8SiRyGmm62qXs7xilXQqllO1Kre1cv0qX1iEYziBM3DgHOrQgCa0gcIjvMEHfGo3WqI9ay8/0YKWd47gD7TXb09SgHQ=</latexit>
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Figure 3 Optimal and fair decision-tree for predicting µ̂(t, x). The meaning of the circles and triangles is the same

as in Figure 2. The tree chosen to predict propensity scores is shown on the left.

Figure 4 Optimality (top) and scalability (bot-

tom) results for the offline min-

max regret preference elicitation prob-

lem (QPKr ) on the real data when σ= 0

(left) and σ = 0.025 (right). Approach

MMR is shown with red dots. The median

performance of RAND across 50 sets of K

random queries is shown with the blue

dashed line. In particular the run time

for RAND is the time it takes to evaluate

the performance of one query. The blue

shaded region shows the range of per-

formance of RAND across these 50 sets

of queries.
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regret of the recommendation, and worst-case true rank of the recommendation. In particular,

after just 7 queries, our method is able to consistently recommend the best item if there are no

inconsistencies and an item ranked 6 or higher if there are inconsistences.

Robustness to Choice of Γ. A challenge when working with real data is that our model may

be misspecified, e.g., if the standard deviation σ used to select queries is different than the true

standard deviation σ? of the shocks in the user utility, see Section 3. We perform an evaluation of our

model on a range of such misspecifications. The results are summarized in Table 6. From the table,

we see that our query selection methods are quite robust to our modeling assumptions. In particular,

worst-case regret, worst-case true regret, and worst-case true rank only mildly deteriorate if the

model is different than assumed.
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Figure 5 Worst-case regret (top), worst-case

true regret (middle), and worst-case

rank (bottom) for the online min-max

regret preference elicitation problem on

real data when σ = 0 (left) and σ =

0.025 (right). The median performance

of MMR (resp. RAND, POLY, PROB, ROB,

ELL) across 50 random utility vectors u

and inconsistencies ε is shown with red

dots (resp. blue plus, black triangles,

black inverted triangles, green crosses,

and purple squares).
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Table 6 Performance of our approach when the standard deviation σ of the inconsistencies used to select Γ in

the optimization is different than the true standard deviation σ? of the inconsistencies. Numbers are averages across

values of K, σ, and σ?. The detailed results can be found in Tables EC.3 (offline) and EC.4 (online).

Problem Type

Avg. Difference
in Normalized

Worst-Case
Regret

Avg. Difference
in Normalized

Worst-Case
True Regret

Avg. Difference
in Worst-Case

True Rank

Offline 0.03 0.03 2.44

Online 0.00 0.01 0.48

7. Conclusion

In this paper, motivated by the problem of making recommendations in high stakes settings where

hard trade-offs need to be made, we proposed novel formulations for the offline and online max-min

utility and min-max regret active preference elicitation problems. These take the form of robust

optimization problems with decision-dependent information discovery. We studied the complexity

of these problems and provided exact reformulations and conservative approximations of the offline

and online problems, respectively. We provided efficient solutions procedures and performed exten-

sive computational experiments that showed the superiority of our approach on both synthetic data

and real data from the homeless management information system. In the future, we plan to deploy

this algorithm on Amazon Mechanical Turk1 and on policy-makers at the Los Angeles Homeless

Services Authority to be able to elicit their preferences and recommend housing allocation policies

that best meet their needs to help mitigate homelessness.
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Notes
1https://www.mturk.com
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EC.1. Illustration of the Uncertainty Set Update Procedure
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Figure EC.1 Illustration of the uncertainty set update procedure when there are I = 3 items, each with J = 2

features, Γ = 0, the “true” (but unknown) utility vector is u?, and the system is allowed to ask

K = 2 questions before making a recommendation. The first row shows the three items x1, x2, and

x3 in R2 (L) and the vectors x1−x2, x1−x3, and x2−x3 associated with each of the comparison

queries (x1,x2), (x1,x3), and (x2,x3), respectively (R). The left figure on the second row shows

the initial uncertainty set U0, the vector u?, and the hyperplanes associated with each of the

queries. The remaining three figures show the uncertainty set U(ι,s) updated in response to the

three different pairs of queries {(x1,x2), (x1,x3)} (row 2, R), {(x1,x2), (x2,x3)} (row 3, L), and

{(x1,x3), (x2,x3)} (row 3, R). On these three figures, the arrows represent the normal vectors to

the query hyperplanes. Note that the uncertainty set changes depending on the queries asked and

on the answers given, which in turn depend on the underlying vector u? (whose value is unknown

by the recommender system).
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EC.2. Generating Warm-Starts Satisfying Lexicographic Constraints

Algorithm 2 details the procedure for generating warm-starts proposed in Section 4.1.4 to ensure

that the lexicographic constraints from Section 4.1.4 are satisfied.

Algorithm 2: An algorithm for building warm-starts

Inputs: A feasible solution (τ,v,w,α,β,x,v,w) to Problem (2) with K queries with

objective τ ;

Output: A warm start (ṽ, w̃, x̃) to Problem (2) with K + 1 queries with objective ≥ τ ;

Initialization:

for κ∈K do
ικ1 ←

∑
i∈I i · I (vκi = 1);

ικ2 ←
∑

i∈I i · I (wκ
i = 1);

end

C̃ ← { ι∈ C : ι 6= ικ, κ∈K };
Select ιK+1 at random from C̃;
for s∈ SK+1 do

x̃s := x(s1,...,sK);

end

(ι̃,`)← lexicographic order(ι);

for s∈ SK+1 do
x̃s← x̃s(`);

end

for κ∈K, i∈ I do
ṽκi ← I (ικ1 = i);

w̃κ
i ← I (ικ2 = i);

end

Result: (ṽ, w̃, x̃)

Note: The lexicographic order function takes as input a collection of vectors and returns

two elements; the first element corresponds to the lexicographically ordered collection of

vectors and the second element is a vector of the same dimension as the number of vectors

input whose ith element denotes the position of the ith output vector in the input;

EC.3. Greedy Solution Approach to Speed-Up Computations

To speed-up solution of our problems so as to be able to showcase performance on a variety of

instances, we employ a heuristic approach in all our experiments (unless explicitly stated other-

wise). This heuristic is a variant of the warm-start approach, see Section 4.1.4 and is detailed in
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Algorithm 3. This algorithm returns a feasible but potentially suboptimal solution to the MBLP

counterpart of the offline preference elicitation problem to be solved. The idea of iteratively fixing

some of the decision variables in the problem is not new and has a long standing history in oper-

ations research, see e.g., Nemhauser et al. (1978), Vandenberghe and Boyd (2004), Vayanos et al.

(2019), Subrahmanyan and Shoemaker (1996).

Algorithm 3: Heuristic algorithm for solving Problem (QPKu ) (resp. (QPKr )).

Inputs: Instance of Problem (QPKu ) (resp. (QPKr ));

Output: Conservative (suboptimal) set of K queries {ικ}κ∈K to ask the user;

for κ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do
if κ= 1 then

Solve the MBLP reformulation of Problem (QP1
u), (resp. (QP1

r )) either directly or

using the CCG algorithm;

Let ι?,1 denote an optimal query;
else

Solve the MBLP reformulation of Problem (QPκu) (resp. (QPκr )) with the added

constraints that ιk = ι?,k for all k ∈ {1, . . . , κ− 1};
Let {ι?,k}κk=1 denote an optimal query;

end
end

Result: Return {ι?,κ}κ∈K.

EC.4. Column-and-Constraint Generation for Min-Max Regret Active
Preference Elicitation

We describe our column-and-constraint generation procedure using finite programs. Naturally, all

problems solved would need to be converted to MBLPs first, using techniques similar to those

employed in the proof of Theorem 5. We omit these conversions to streamline presentation.

We define the relaxed master problem parameterized by the index set S ′ ⊆ S̃K

minimize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

α(x′,s) ∈RK− , β(x′,s) ∈RM− , µ(x′,s) ∈R+

τ ≥ b>β(x′,s) + Γµ(x′,s)∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )α(x′,s)

κ +B>β(x′,s) = x′−xs

α(x′,s) +µ(x′,s)e≥ 0


∀s∈ S ′,
x′ ∈R.

(CCGmain
r (S ′))
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This problem only involves a subset of the decision variables and constraints of Problem (7) (those

indexed by s ∈ S ′ ⊆ S̃K). To identify scenarios that, given a solution (τ, ι) to the relaxed main

problem, must be added to (CCGmain
r (S ′)), we solve a single feasibility MBLP defined through

maximize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K

x′,x ∈R, ux ∈ U0, ε
x ∈ EΓ ∀x∈R

θ ≤ (ux)>(x′,x−x) ∀x∈R
(ux)>(xι

κ
1 −xικ2 ) + εxκ ≥ M(sκ− 1)

(ux)>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )− εxκ ≤ M(sκ + 1)

 ∀κ∈K, x∈R.

(CCGfeas
r (ι))

Problems (CCGmain
r (S ′)) and (CCGfeas

r (ι)) can be used in Algorithm 4 to solve Problem (QPKr ).

Convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed by the following theorem.

Theorem EC.1. Algorithm 4 terminates in a final number of steps with a feasible solution to

the regret averse active preference elicitation Problem (QPKr ). The objective value attained by this

solution is within δ of the optimal objective value of the problem.

EC.5. Detail of Numerical Experiments on Synthetic Instances

We performed four set of experiments. In the first (resp. second) set of experiments, we evaluate the

performance of our offline (resp. online) elicitation procedure for max-min utility (MMU) and min-

max regret (MMR). In the third set of experiments, we investigate the computational performance of

the CCG algorithm and the symmetry breaking constraints. In the last set of experiments, we inves-

tigate the relative performance of max-min utility and min-max regret solutions. Unless explicitly

stated otherwise, we solve the offline elicitation problems (QPKu ) and (QPKr ) using the column-

and-constraint generation procedures discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 5.1.2, respectively, with tol-

erance δ = 1 × 10−3. we augment all our formulations with the symmetry breaking constraints

proposed in Section 4.1.4. To speed-up computation further, we also employ the greedy heuristic

from Section EC.2. Without this conservative heuristic, the quality of the solutions obtained by

our approach would be higher than those reported in these experiments.

For the first two sets of experiments, we investigate 7 settings of (I, J,σ) for each of MMU and MMR,

where σ denotes the standard deviation of the inconsistencies. For each setting, we generate the

features xi, i ∈ I, uniformly at random from the J-dimensional sphere of radius ten. Throughout

these experiments, we assume U0 = [−1,1]J and set Γ = 2σ
√
Kerf−1(2p− 1), where p = 90% is a

confidence level and this definition is compatible with the elements of ε being independent and

normally distributed with standard deviation σ. Throughout our experiments, we use slightly
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Algorithm 4: Column-and-Constraint Generation procedure for solving Problem (P̃Kr ).

Inputs: Optimality tolerance δ, comparison set C, and recommendation set R;

Initial uncertainty set U0 and number of queries K;

Output: Query ι? from CK , near optimal in Problem (P̃Kr ) with associated objective θ;

Initialization: ι?←∅; Upper and lower bounds: UB←+∞ and LB←−∞;

Initialize index set: S ′←∅;
while UB−LB> δ do

Solve the master problem (CCGmain
r (S ′)). If it is solvable, let

(τ, ι,{α(x′,s),β(x′,s)}x′∈R,s∈S′ ,{xs}s∈S′) be an optimal solution. If it is unbounded, set

τ =−∞ and let ι∈ CK be such that (CCGmain
r (S ′)) is unbounded when ι is fixed to that

value;

Set LB← τ ;

Solve feasibility subproblem (CCGfeas
r (ι)). Let (θ,{ux,x′,x}x∈R,s) denote an optimal

solution;

Set UB← θ;

if θ > τ then
S ′←S ′ ∪{s}

end
end

Set ι?← ι;
Result: Collection of queries ι? near-optimal in (P̃Kr ) with objective value θ.

larger datasets for MMU than for MMR. The reason is that we benchmark against random elicitation

and evaluating the performance of a large number of random queries becomes computationally

prohibitive for large datasets in the MMR case.

In order to facilitate an interpretation of the performance of our approach, we standardize the

utilities (regrets) of the recommended items. In the case of max-min utility, we standardize worst-

case utilities between zero and one. Mathematically, the normalized worst-case utility associated

with a choice of queries ι is calculated as

unwc(ι) =
uwc(ι)−u0

wc

ufull
wc −u0

wc

,

where u0
wc (resp. ufull

wc ) denote the worst-case utility of the item recommended if no queries are asked

(resp. if the utility is known). Thus, if after asking queries, recommendations are made optimally

(to maximize worst case utility), then their normalized worst-case utility will be in the range [0,1].

On the other hand, if recommendations are made in a way that does not maximize worst-case utility
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(e.g., according to the analytic center of the uncertainty set as in Toubia et al. (2004)), then they

may have a normalized worst-case utility that is negative. We can then interpret the normalized

worst-case utility as a percentage relative to the full-information case (with 0% representing no

information and 100% representing full-information). In the case of min-max regret, the normalized

worst-case regret is calculated as

rnwc(ι) =
rwc(ι)− r0

wc

rfull
wc − r0

wc

,

where r0
wc (resp. rfull

wc ) denote the worst-case regret of the item recommended if no queries are asked

(resp. if the utility is fully known). Thus, if after asking queries, recommendations are made to

minimize worst-case regret, then their normalized worst-case regret will be in the range [0,1]. On

the other hand, if recommendations are made in a way that does not minimize worst-case regret,

then they may have a normalized worst-case regret that is greater than one. We can then interpret

the normalized worst-case regret as a percentage relative to the no-information case (with 100%

representing no information and 0% representing full-information).

All of our experiments were performed on a Linux virtual machine (Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS), with

8GB RAM and two Intel Xeon 2.6GHz cores. All linear optimization problems were solved using

Gurobi version 9.0.0. We use Mosek version 9.1.l0 to compute the analytic centers of polyhedra as

required by POLY, PROB, and ROB.

Offline Elicitation. In our offline experiments, we compare MMU (resp. MMR) to random elicitation

(RAND) for K ∈ {1, . . . ,10}. For any fixed K, RAND selects K queries at random. To the best of our

knowledge, no other solution approach exists in the literature for identifying K queries to ask at

once. For RAND, we sample 50 sets of K random queries. We evaluate the worst-case utility (resp.

worst-case regret) of any given choice of queries ι?, which we denote by uwc(ι
?) (resp. rwc(ι

?)), by

fixing ι = ι? in Problem (2) (resp. (7)). To speed-up this objective function evaluation step, we

employ a variant of the column-and-constraint generation procedure presented in this paper. We

omit the details in the interest of space. The optimality and scalability results for MMU (resp. MMR)

are provided in Figure EC.2 (resp. EC.3).

Online Elicitation. In the online setting, we compare our conservative solution approaches (MMU

and MMR) to random elicitation, to the polyhedral method of Toubia et al. (2004) (POLY), to the

probabilistic polyhedral method of Toubia et al. (2007) (PROB), to the robust approach of Bertsimas

and O’Hair (2013) (ROB), and to the ellipsoidal method of Sauré and Vielma (2019) (ELL). For the

online setting, we evaluate the performance of all approaches through simulation using 50 pairs

(u,ε). The utility vectors are drawn uniformly at random from the J-dimensional sphere of radius

one. The inconsistencies are drawn from the normal distribution with standard deviation σ. For

each method, we generate queries according to its elicitation approach, generate answers to the
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Figure EC.2 Optimality (top) and scalability (bottom) results for the offline max-min utility preference elicita-

tion problem (QPKu ) on synthetic data. Each label on the right of each facet corresponds to the

characteristics of the instance solved (I−J−σ). Approach MMU is shown with red dots. The median

performance of RAND across 50 sets of K random queries is shown with blue crosses. In particular

the run time for RAND is the time it takes to evaluate the performance of one query. The blue shaded

region shows the range of performance of RAND across the 50 sets of queries.
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Figure EC.3 Optimality (top) and scalability (bottom) results for the offline min-max regret preference elicitation

problem (QPKr ) on synthetic data. The facet labels, graphs, shapes, lines, and colors have similar

interpretation as in Figure EC.2.

queries using u and ε, and subsequently make a recommendation according to the recommendation

approach used by that method. We record the worst-case utility, worst-case regret, and rank of the

recommended item. These are summarized in Figure EC.4 (resp. EC.5) for MMU (resp. MMR).
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Figure EC.4 Worst-case utility (top) and worst-case rank (bottom) for the online max-min utility preference elic-

itation problem on synthetic data. The facet labels have the same interpretation as in Figure EC.2.

The median performance of MMU (resp. RAND, POLY, PROB, ROB, ELL) across 50 random utility vectors

u and inconsistencies ε is shown with red dots (resp. blue plus, black triangles, black inverted

triangles, green crosses, and purple squares).
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Figure EC.5 Worst-case utility (top) and worst-case rank (bottom) for the online min-max-regret preference

elicitation problem on synthetic data. The facet labels and colors have the same interpretation as

in Figure EC.4 with the exception that red dots correspond to MMR.

Comparison Between Max-Min Utility & Min-Max Regret. In the first set of experiments, we

observed that the max-min utility problem is more scalable than its min-max regret counterpart. In

our third set of experiments, we investigate whether there are benefits in employing the min-max
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Table EC.1 Comparison between max-min utility and min-max regret based queries on a synthetic dataset

with I = 10 items and J = 10 features (Γ = 0). The max-min utility queries ι?u and min-max regret queries ι?r are

computed by solving the MBLP reformulations of Problems (QPKu ) and (QPKr ), respectively, using the

column-and-constraint generation algorithm. The decrease in normalized worst-case utility refers to the drop in

normalized worst-case utility experienced by employing the min-max regret rather than max-min utility solution,

computed as (unwc(ι?u)−unwc(ι?r )). Similarly, the decrease in normalized worst-case regret refers to the drop in

normalized worst-case regret experienced by employing the min-max regret rather than max-min utility solution,

computed as (rnwc(ι?u)− rnwc(ι?r )). All approaches were given a one hour time limit.

Max-Min Utility Solution Min-Max Regret Solution Decrease in

Normalized

Worst-Case

Utility (p.p.)

Decrease in

Normalized

Worst-Case

Regret (p.p.)

K
Normalized

Worst-Case

Utility

Normalized

Worst-Case

Regret

Normalized

Worst-Case

Utility

Normalized

Worst-Case

Regret

2 0.780 0.642 0.689 0.594 9.1 4.8

4 0.783 0.620 0.691 0.532 9.2 8.8

6 0.833 0.566 0.712 0.522 12.1 4.4

8 0.879 0.550 0.816 0.499 6.3 5.1

10 0.912 0.510 0.844 0.495 6.8 1.5

Table EC.2 Evaluation results of symmetry breaking constraints, CCG algorithm, and CCG-based greedy

heuristic approach on three synthetic datasets with I ∈ {5,10,20} items and J = 10 features (Γ = 0); A dash

indicates that the optimal solution was not found within the allotted 3 hour time limit.

I K
MBLP MBLP + Symm. Break. CCG + Symm. Break. Heuristic

Normalized
Objective

Value

Solve
Time
(sec)

Normalized
Objective

Value

Solve
Time
(sec)

Normalized
Objective

Value

Solve
Time
(sec)

Normalized
Objective

Value

Solve
Time
(sec)

5 2 0.800 0.34 0.800 0.25 0.800 0.77 0.800 0.51
5 4 0.932 622.64 0.932 2.45 0.932 5.48 0.932 1.40
5 6 0.978 6094.79 0.978 76.21 0.978 10.80 0.932 2.25
5 8 – – 0.978 1147.51 0.978 40.91 0.972 3.53
5 10 – – 1.000 5082.32 1.000 0.86 1.000 4.24

10 2 0.780 2.66 0.780 2.61 0.780 5.54 0.780 2.13
10 4 – – 0.879 1141.58 0.879 6054.11 0.783 5.67
10 6 – – – – – – 0.812 12.53
10 8 – – – – – – 0.879 21.44
10 10 – – – – – – 0.879 31.79

20 2 0.646 334.33 0.646 202.75 0.646 338.17 0.646 5.21
20 4 – – – – – – 0.658 23.24
20 6 – – – – – – 0.765 51.16
20 8 – – – – – – 0.786 84.35
20 10 – – – – – – 0.812 162.32

regret solution relative the max-min utility solution. For this reason, we study the worst-case utility

and worst-case regret of solutions to Problems (QPKu ) and (QPKr ), respectively, on a synthetic

dataset with I = 10 items and J = 10 features (Γ = 0). The results are summarized in Table EC.1.

Evaluation of Column-and-Constraint Generation, Symmetry Breaking, & Greedy Heuristic. For

our fourth set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of our speed-up strategies. To this
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end, we solve the offline risk averse active preference elicitation problem (QPKu ) based on three

synthetic datasets using four different approaches: the MBLP problem (2), the MBLP problem (2)

augmented with symmetry breaking constraints (see Section 4.1.4), the column-and-constraint

generation (CCG) approach from Algorithm 1 augmented with symmetry breaking constraints,

and the CCG-based conservative heuristic approach, see Section EC.3. The results are provided in

Table EC.2. From the table, it can be seen that the symmetry breaking constraints and the CCG

algorithm augmented with symmetry breaking significantly speed-up computation and enable the

solution of problems that could not be solved with the MBLP alone. From the table, it also becomes

apparent that the CCG-based conservative heuristic returns near-optimal solutions in a fraction of

the time, thus scaling to far larger instances.
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EC.6. Detail of Numerical Experiments on Real Data

In Tables EC.3 and EC.4, we provide the full detail of our results on evaluating robustness of our

model to the choice of Γ in the real dataset.

Table EC.3 Performance of the offline MMR approach on the real data when the standard deviation σ of the

inconsistencies used to select Γ in the optimization is different than the true standard deviation σ? of the

inconsistencies.

Metric K
σ= 0.0% σ= 2.5% σ= 5.0%

σ? =
0.0%

σ? =
0.5%

σ? =
2.0%

σ? =
2.5%

σ? =
3.0%

σ? =
4.5%

σ? =
5.0%

σ? =
5.5%

W
o
rs

t-
C

a
se

R
eg

re
t

1 0.804 0.804 0.898 0.898 0.898 0.937 0.937 0.937
2 0.716 0.716 0.810 0.810 0.810 0.934 0.934 0.934
3 0.671 0.671 0.780 0.780 0.780 0.934 0.934 0.934
4 0.667 0.642 0.757 0.709 0.757 0.929 0.929 0.934
5 0.658 0.641 0.721 0.630 0.712 0.925 0.816 0.926
6 0.640 0.632 0.699 0.608 0.686 0.814 0.804 0.804
7 0.597 0.599 0.689 0.607 0.670 0.804 0.797 0.779
8 0.547 0.551 0.670 0.581 0.651 0.787 0.769 0.746
9 0.539 0.538 0.670 0.581 0.635 0.773 0.727 0.686
10 0.538 0.533 0.652 0.578 0.612 0.758 0.689 0.667

W
o
rs

t-
C

a
se

T
ru

e
R

eg
re

t 1 0.305 0.305 0.367 0.402 0.367 0.359 0.359 0.323
2 0.305 0.305 0.305 0.305 0.305 0.360 0.321 0.311
3 0.305 0.305 0.340 0.310 0.340 0.360 0.305 0.334
4 0.305 0.305 0.391 0.294 0.340 0.360 0.360 0.323
5 0.305 0.305 0.391 0.244 0.340 0.347 0.351 0.315
6 0.305 0.351 0.341 0.340 0.334 0.347 0.351 0.318
7 0.341 0.351 0.341 0.319 0.340 0.351 0.351 0.318
8 0.341 0.217 0.329 0.301 0.334 0.358 0.351 0.315
9 0.341 0.217 0.329 0.301 0.334 0.365 0.351 0.223
10 0.341 0.224 0.329 0.340 0.334 0.351 0.351 0.264

W
o
rs

t-
C

a
se

T
ru

e
R

a
n
k

1 11 11 21 23 21 20 18 18
2 11 11 11 11 11 15 15 15
3 11 11 18 18 19 14 16 14
4 11 11 20 16 13 16 20 20
5 11 9 20 8 11 17 18 17
6 11 17 19 12 15 15 17 20
7 13 13 19 12 15 15 20 20
8 13 8 15 12 22 20 17 17
9 13 8 15 12 15 15 17 19
10 12 8 14 11 12 15 15 16
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Table EC.4 Performance of the online MMR approach on the real data when the standard deviation σ of the

inconsistencies used to select Γ in the optimization is different than the true standard deviation σ? of the

inconsistencies.

Metric K
σ= 0.0% σ= 2.5% σ= 5.0%

σ? =
0.0%

σ? =
0.5%

σ? =
2.0%

σ? =
2.5%

σ? =
3.0%

σ? =
4.5%

σ? =
5.0%

σ? =
5.5%

W
o
rs

t-
C

a
se

R
eg

re
t

1 0.804 0.804 0.816 0.816 0.816 0.816 0.816 0.853
2 0.658 0.658 0.558 0.558 0.558 0.635 0.635 0.635
3 0.537 0.537 0.547 0.547 0.547 0.607 0.607 0.607
4 0.487 0.487 0.509 0.509 0.509 0.616 0.616 0.616
5 0.414 0.414 0.487 0.487 0.487 0.635 0.635 0.635
6 0.383 0.383 0.496 0.496 0.496 0.652 0.652 0.652
7 0.264 0.264 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.661 0.661 0.661
8 0.238 0.238 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.622 0.622 0.622
9 0.231 0.231 0.483 0.483 0.483 0.558 0.558 0.558
10 0.229 0.229 0.489 0.489 0.489 0.566 0.566 0.566

W
o
rs

t-
C

a
se

T
ru

e
R

eg
re

t 1 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.245
2 0.219 0.219 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.121
3 0.159 0.159 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.184 0.165
4 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.159 0.143
5 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.121
6 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.176 0.176 0.158
7 0 0.008 0.107 0.107 0.107 0.135 0.135 0.121
8 0 0.008 0.107 0.107 0.107 0.135 0.135 0.121
9 0 0.008 0.107 0.107 0.107 0.135 0.135 0.121
10 0 0.008 0.107 0.107 0.107 0.135 0.135 0.121

W
o
rs

t-
C

a
se

T
ru

e
R

a
n
k

1 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 15
2 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
3 3 3 5 5 5 5 6 6
4 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5
5 4 6 4 4 4 5 5 5
6 2 3 4 4 4 5 5 5
7 1 3 4 4 4 3 3 3
8 1 3 4 6 6 5 5 5
9 1 3 4 6 6 7 7 7
10 1 3 4 4 4 7 7 7
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EC.7. Proofs of Statements in Section 4

The following proposition is needed in the proof of Lemma 1. It shows that we can eliminate the

dependence of SΓ(ι) on ι in Problem (QPKu ).

Proposition EC.1. Problem (QPKu ) is equivalent to

maximize
ι∈CK

min
s∈SK

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x (EC.1)

in the sense that the two problems have the same optimal objective value and the same sets of

optimal solutions.

Proof Fix ι ∈ CK . Fix s ∈ SK\{SΓ(ι)}. Then, UΓ(ι,s) = ∅. Since the choice of s ∈ SK\{SΓ(ι)}
was arbitrary, it follows from R 6= ∅ that

min
s∈SK\{SΓ(ι)}

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x = +∞.

Therefore,

min
s∈SK\{SΓ(ι)}

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x ≥ min
s∈SΓ(ι)

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x.

This implies that

min
s∈{SΓ(ι)}∪SK\{SΓ(ι)}

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x = min
s∈SΓ(ι)

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x.

Since the choice of ι∈ CK was arbitrary, this concludes the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 1 We begin by showing that Problem (EC.1) is equivalent to

maximize
ι∈CK

min
s∈SK

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x, (EC.2)

where

UΓ(ι,s) :=


u∈ U0 : ∃ε∈ EΓ such that

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) ≥ −εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

|u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )| ≤ εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 0

u>(xι
κ
1 −xικ2 ) ≤ εκ ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1


.

To this end, fix any ι∈ CK . We show that

min
s∈SK

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x (EC.3)

and

min
s∈SK

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x (EC.4)

attain the same optimal value.
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Since UΓ(ι,s) ⊆ UΓ(ι,s), the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.4) constitutes a lower

bound on the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.3).

For the converse part, observe that, by virtue of the linearity of u>x and the boundedness

of UΓ(ι,s), Problems (EC.3) and (EC.4) have the same objective value for all s ∈ SK such that

UΓ(ι,s) 6= ∅ since, in such cases, UΓ(ι,s) = cl(UΓ(ι,s)). Let s? be optimal in Problem (EC.4). If

UΓ(ι,s?) 6= ∅, the proof is complete. Suppose instead that UΓ(ι,s?) = ∅. Since UΓ(ι,s?) = ∅ while

UΓ(ι,s?) 6= ∅, this implies that there exist implied equalities in the set UΓ(ι,s?), which may only

happen if Γ = 0. In particular, since U0 is full-dimensional, see Assumption 1, the implied equalities

are all associated with response constraints. Let us collect the indices κ of all those implied equalities

in the set K=, i.e., let

K= :=
{
κ∈K : sκ ∈ {−1,1}, u>(xι

κ
1 −xικ2 ) = 0 ∀u∈ UΓ(ι,s?)

}
.

Define

s′κ :=


1 if sκ = 1 and κ /∈K=,

0 if sκ = 0 or κ∈K=,

−1 if sκ =−1 and κ /∈K=.

This definition of s′ ensures that equality constraints that are implicit in the set UΓ(ι,s?) are made

explicit in the set UΓ(ι,s′). By construction, UΓ(ι,s′) = UΓ(ι,s?) and thus s′ is optimal in Prob-

lem (EC.4). Moreover, since UΓ(ι,s′) is non-empty, it follows by Proposition 2.3 in Nemhauser and

Wolsey (1988) that UΓ(ι,s′) is non-empty. Thus, UΓ(ι,s′) = cl(UΓ(ι,s′)), implying that the objec-

tive value attained by s′ in Problem (EC.3) equals the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.4).

This in turn yields the required result that the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.4) consti-

tutes an upper bound on the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.3).

Thus, the optimal values of Problems (EC.3) and (EC.4) are equal implying that Problems (EC.1)

and (EC.2) are equivalent.

It now suffices to show that Problems (EC.2) and (Q̃P
K

u ) are equivalent. Fix any ι∈ CK . Let s?

be optimal in

min
s∈SK

max
x∈R

min
u∈UΓ(ι,s)

u>x (EC.5)

and define s′ ∈ S̃K ⊂SK through

s′κ :=

{
s?κ if s?κ 6= 0

1 else.

Then, UΓ(ι,s′)⊇UΓ(ι,s?), implying that the objective value attained by s′ in Problem (EC.5) is

no greater than the objective value attained by s?. Thus, s′ is also optimal in (EC.5). Since s′ ∈ S̃K ,

this implies that we can always restrict our search for an optimal solution to Problem (EC.5) to

the set S̃K . As the choice of ι∈ CK was arbitrary and noting that UΓ(ι,s) = ŨΓ(ι,s) for all s∈ S̃K

and ι∈ CK , this concludes the proof. �
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Proof of Theorem 1 (a) Fix any Γ ∈ R+, K ∈ N, ι ∈ CK , and s ∈ S̃K such that ŨΓ(ι,s) 6= ∅.
Then, ŨΓ(ι,s) is convex. If R is convex, it readily follows from the minimax theorem (see Von Neu-

mann (1928)) that

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

max
x∈R

u>x = max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>x.

Since the choices of Γ ∈ R+, K ∈ N, ι ∈ CK , and s ∈ S̃K such that ŨΓ(ι,s) 6= ∅ were arbitrary, it

holds that (under the premise of the theorem statement) Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is equivalent to

maximize
ι∈CK

min
s∈S̃K

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

max
x∈R

u>x. (EC.6)

Fix Γ∈R+ and K ∈N. Then,

max
ι∈CK

min
s∈S̃K

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

max
x∈R

u>x

= max
ι∈CK

min
u∈

⋃
s∈SK

ŨΓ(ι,s)
max
x∈R

u>x

= max
ι∈CK

min
u∈U0

max
x∈R

u>x

= min
u∈U0

max
x∈R

u>x

= max
x∈R

min
u∈U0

u>x,

(EC.7)

where the first equality follows since, for any ι∈ CK , we have{
u∈ ŨΓ(ι,s) : s∈ S̃K

}
=

⋃
s∈S̃K

ŨΓ(ι,s),

and the second equality follows by definitions of S̃K and ŨΓ(ι,s). If the recommendation set R is

a polyhedron, then

max
x∈R

min
u∈U0

u>x

can be reformulated equivalently as a linear program of size polynomial in the size of the input

parameters, see e.g., Ben-Tal et al. (2009), and is thus polynomially solvable. Since the choice of

K ∈N above was arbitrary, this concludes the first proof of the first item.

(b) We use a reduction from the following decision problem that is known to be NP-complete,

see Garey and Johnson (1979).

Partition.
Instance. Given a set A of elements A := {1, . . . , n} with associated positive integer

weights wi ∈N+, i∈A, such that
∑
i∈A

wi = 2W .

Question. Does there exist a partition of A into two subsets, X and A\X , such that∑
i∈X

wi =
∑
i∈A\X

wi =W?
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We aim to reduce the partition problem to evaluating the objective function of an instance

of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ). To this end, fix an instance (n,w,W ) of the partition problem. Set Γ = 0,

J = n+ 1, K = n, and U0 = {u ∈ [0,1]J : uJ = 0.5}. Also, for each κ ∈K, let ικ1 = eκ and ικ2 = eJ .

Then, given a choice s∈ S̃K , we have

Ũ(ι,s) =


u∈ [0,1]J : uJ = 0.5

uκ ≥ 0.5 ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

uκ ≤ 0.5 ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1

 .

Finally, we define the recommendation setR⊆RJ throughR= {x1,x2}, where x1 = (2w>,−2W )>

and x2 = ((−2w)>,6W )>. For any fixed s∈ S̃K , define

Z(s) := max
x∈R

min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

u>x.

Then, we have

Z(s) = max

{(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

2uiwi− 2WuJ

)
,

(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

−2uiwi + 6WuJ

)}

= max

{(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

2uiwi

)
−W,

(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

−2uiwi + 2W

)
+W

}

= max

{(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

2uiwi

)
−W,

(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

−2uiwi +
∑
i∈A

wi

)
+W

}

= max

{(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

2uiwi

)
−W,

(
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)

∑
i∈A

−2(ui− 0.5)wi

)
+W

}

= max

{ ∑
κ∈K:sκ=1

wκ−W,
∑

κ∈K:sκ=1

−wκ +W

}
≥ 0.

Now, we claim that we are given a “yes” instance of Partition if and only the objective value

of ι in the constructed instance of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is 0. To this end, note that the objective value

of ι is given by

minimize
s∈S̃K

Z(s) (EC.8)

and is lower bounded by 0. If there exists X ⊂ A such that
∑

i∈X wi = W , then the solution

s ∈ S̃K defined through sκ = 1 if κ ∈ X , = −1 else, κ ∈ K, attains an objective value of zero in

Problem (EC.8). Conversely, if the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.8) is zero, then the set

X := {κ∈A : sκ = 1} is such that
∑

i∈X wi =W and the claim follows. This concludes the proof of

the second item.

Both items are thus proved. �

The following observation is needed in the proof of Lemma 2.
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Observation EC.1. Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is equivalent to the following max-min problem

maximize
ι∈CK

max
xs∈R:

s∈S̃K

min
s∈S̃K

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>xs, (EC.9)

where xs denotes the item to recommend in response scenario s, s∈ S̃K.

Proof of Observation EC.1 Fix ι∈ CK . Then,

min
s∈S̃K

max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>x

= min

{
max
xs∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>xs
}
s∈S̃K

= max
xs∈R:

s∈S̃K

min

{
min

u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)
u>xs

}
s∈S̃K

= max
xs∈R:

s∈S̃K

min
s∈S̃K

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>xs,

(EC.10)

where the second equality follows from the fact that each term in the minimum involves a different

set of variables in the maximum, which can be optimized separately. Since the choice of ι∈ CK was

arbitrary, the claim follows. �

Proof of Lemma 2 Problem (EC.9) can be written in epigraph form equivalently as

maximize τ

subject to ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

τ ≤ min
s∈S̃K

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>xs.

The problem above is in turn equivalent to

maximize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

τ ≤ min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>xs ∀s∈ S̃K .
(EC.11)

To reformulate this robust problem which involves infinitely many constraints as a finite program,

we employ techniques from robust optimization. Fix s∈ S̃K , ι∈ CK , and xs ∈R, and consider the

minimization subproblem associated with s in the epigraph constraint. This subproblem reads

minimize u>xs

subject to u∈RJ , ε∈RK+
u>[sκ (xι

κ
1 −xικ2 )] + εκ ≥ 0 ∀κ∈K

Bu≥ b
e>ε≤ Γ.
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Its dual is expressible as

maximize b>βs + Γµs

subject to αs ∈RK+ , βs ∈RM+ , µs ∈R−∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )αsκ +B>βs = xs

αs +µse≤ 0.

Next, we claim that the primal-dual pair above satisfies strong duality. If s∈ SΓ(ι), then UΓ(ι,s)

and thus also ŨΓ(ι,s) are non-empty. Since ŨΓ(ι,s) is non-empty and compact, by Assumption 1,

it follows that the primal problem above is feasible and bounded, so that it is solvable. We show

that the statement also holds if s /∈ SΓ(ι). If s /∈ SΓ(ι), then the primal problem is infeasible. This

implies that the dual is either infeasible or unbounded. We show that it cannot be infeasible. Fix

α= 0 and µ= 0 in the dual. Then, the dual reduces to

maximize b>β

subject to β ∈RM+
B>β=x.

By Farkas’ lemma, exactly one of the following alternatives must hold: a) There exists β ∈ RM+
such that B>β=x; or b) There exists u∈RJ such that Bu≥ 0 and u>x< 0. Since the set U0 is

bounded, by Assumption 1, its recession cone coincides with the origin implying that assertion b)

cannot hold so that the dual must be feasible. We conclude that the dual must be unbounded so

that the optimal objective values of the primal and dual problems coincide for all s∈ S̃K .

Replacing each minimization subproblem in Problem (EC.11) with its dual, we obtain the equiv-

alent reformulation

maximize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK

xs ∈R, αs ∈RK+ , βs ∈RM+ , µs ∈R−
τ ≤ b>βs + Γµs∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )αsκ +B>βs = xs

αs +µse≤ 0


∀s∈ S̃K ,

which concludes the proof. �
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Proof of Theorem 2 We begin by showing that Problem (1) is equivalent to

maximize τ

subject to τ ∈R, vκ, wκ ∈ {0,1}I , κ∈K
αs ∈RK+ , βs ∈RM+ , µs ∈R−, xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

τ ≤ b>βs + Γµs∑
κ∈K

sκ
∑
i∈I

xi (vκi −wκ
i )αsκ +B>βs = xs

αs +µse≤ 0

 ∀s∈ S̃K

e>vκ = 1, e>wκ = 1

1−wκ
i ≥

∑
i′:i′≥i

vκi′ ∀i∈ I

 ∀κ∈K.

(EC.12)

For the first direction, let (τ, ι,{αs,βs, µs,xs}s∈S̃K ) be feasible in Problem (1). For each κ∈K,

define vκ and wκ ∈ {0,1}I through

vκi :=

{
1 if ικ1 = i

0 else,
and wκ

i :=

{
1 if ικ2 = i

0 else,

for each i ∈ I. Fix κ ∈ K. Since ικ ∈ C, it readily follows that ικ1 and ικ2 are both in I, implying

that e>vκ = e>wκ = 1. Fix i∈ I. If wκ
i = 0, then it holds that 1−wκ

i ≥
∑

i′:i′≥i v
κ
i′ . On the other

hand, if wκ
i = 1, then it holds that ικ2 = i. But since ικ ∈ C, it holds that ικ1 < ι

κ
2 = i, i.e., there must

exist i′ < i such that ικ1 = i′ and vi′ = 1. This in turn implies that
∑

i′:i′≥i v
κ
i′ = 0, and therefore

1−wκ
i ≥

∑
i′:i′≥i v

κ
i′ holds. Since the choice of κ∈K and i∈ I was arbitrary, it holds that

e>vκ = 1, e>wκ = 1

1−wκ
i ≥

∑
i′:i′≥i

vκi′ ∀i∈ I

 ∀κ∈K.

Fix s∈ S̃K and κ∈K. Then, ∑
i∈I

xi (vκi −wκ
i )αsκ = (xι

κ
1 −xικ1 )αsκ

holds trivially by definition of vκ and wκ. Thus, (τ,{vκ,wκ}κ∈K,{αs,βs, µs,xs}s∈S̃K ) is feasible

in Problem (EC.12) with objective value equal to τ .

For the other direction, let (τ,{vκ,wκ}κ∈K,{αs,βs, µs,xs}s∈S̃K ) be feasible in Problem (EC.12).

Define

ικ1 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (vκi = 1) and ικ2 =
∑
i∈I

i · I (wκ
i = 1) .

Fix κ∈K. Then, ικ1 and ικ2 are both in the set I. It follows from

1−wκ
i ≥

∑
i′:i′≥i

vκi′ ∀i∈ I
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that if wκ
i = 1, then ικ2 = i and

∑
i′:i′≥i v

κ
i′ = 0, implying that

∑
i′:i′<i v

κ
i′ = 1, i.e., ικ1 < i= ικ2 and it

holds that ικ ∈ C. Since the choice of κ was arbitrary, ι∈ CK . Fix s∈ S̃K and κ∈K. Then,

(xι
κ
1 −xικ1 )αsκ =

∑
i∈I

xi (vκi −wκ
i )αsκ

holds trivially by definition of ικ. Therefore, (τ, ι,{αs,βs, µs,xs}s∈S̃K ) is feasible in Problem (1)

with objective value equal to τ . We have thus shown that Problems (1) and (EC.12) are equivalent.

Equivalence of the bilinear problem (EC.12) and the MILP (2) follows directly by using standard

linearization techniques which apply since all bilinear terms involve products of binary and real

valued variables, see e.g., Hillier (2012). �

Proof of Proposition 1 Since ι is feasible in Problem (CCGmain
u (S ′)), it follows that ι∈ CK . By

following a proof strategy similar to that in the Proof of Lemma 2 (based on Farkas’ lemma), it

follows that ι is feasible in Problem (Q̃P
K

u ). Thus, it remains to show that for any given ι ∈ CK ,

Problem (CCGfeas
u (ι)) is equivalent to

minimize
s∈S̃K

max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>x (EC.13)

in the sense that the two problems have the same optimal objective value. To this end, fix ι∈ CK .

Using an epigraph reformulation, we can write Problem (EC.13) equivalently as

minimize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K

θ ≥ max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>x.

(EC.14)

Since R has fixed finite cardinality, we can equivalently express the above problem as

minimize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K

ux ∈ ŨΓ(ι,s) ∀x∈R
θ ≥ (ux)>x ∀x∈R.

From the definition of ŨΓ(ι,s), we can rewrite the preceding problem equivalently as

minimize θ

subject to θ ∈R, ux ∈ U0, εx ∈ EΓ ∀x∈R, s∈ S̃K

θ ≥ (ux)>x ∀x∈R
(ux)>(xιk −xι′k) ≥ −εxκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

(ux)>(xιk −xι′k) ≤ εxκ ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1

 ∀x∈R,

which, for M sufficiently large, is equivalent to Problem (CCGfeas
u (ι)). Thus, Problems (EC.13)

and (CCGfeas
u (ι)) are equivalent. Since the choice of ι was arbitrary, the claim follows. �
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Proof of Lemma 3 (i) By virtue of Proposition 1, θ yields a lower bound to the optimal value

of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ). At the same time, since S ′ ⊆ S̃K , it is evident that τ is an upper bound

to the optimal objective value of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ). Therefore, θ≤ τ .

(ii) Suppose that θ= τ and that there exists s∈ S̃K such that Problem (CCGsub,s
u (τ, ι)) is infeasible.

This implies that Problem (CCGmain
u (S ′)) is solvable and that there exists s∈ S̃K such that τ

is strictly larger than the optimal objective value of

maximize b>β+ Γµ

subject to x∈R, α∈RK , β ∈RM+ , µ∈R−∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )ακ +B>β=x

α+µe≤ 0.

(EC.15)

An inspection of the proof of Proposition 1 reveals that Problems (CCGfeas
u (ι)) and (EC.13) are

equivalent. An inspection of the proof of Lemma 2 shows that Problem (EC.13) is equivalent

to
minimize
s∈S̃K

max b>β+ Γµ

s. t. x∈R, α∈RK , β ∈RM+ , µ∈R−∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )ακ +B>β=x

α+µe≤ 0.

(EC.16)

Thus, Problems (EC.16) and (CCGfeas
u (ι)) are equivalent and Problem (EC.16) has an optimal

objective value of θ. This implies that θ < τ , a contradiction.

(iii) Suppose θ < τ , and let s be defined as in the premise of the lemma. Then, the proof of item

(ii) reveals that s must be optimal in Problem (EC.16) with associated optimal value θ. This

in turn implies that s is such that the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.15) is strictly

less than τ , implying that the sth subproblem (CCGsub,s
u (τ, ι)) is infeasible, which concludes

the proof.

We have thus proved all claims. �

Proof of Theorem 3 First, note that finite termination is guaranteed since at each iteration,

either UB−LB≤ δ (in which case the algorithm terminates) or a new set of constraints (indexed

by the infeasible index s) is added to the master problem CCGmain
u (S ′), see Lemma 3. Since the

set of all indices S̃K is finite, the algorithm will terminate in a finite number of steps. Second, by

construction, at any iteration of the algorithm, τ (i.e., UB) provides a upper bound on the optimal

objective value of the problem. On the other hand, the returned (feasible) solution has as objective

value θ (i.e., LB). Since the algorithm only terminates if UB− LB ≤ δ, we are guaranteed that,

at termination, the returned solution will have an objective value that is within δ of the optimal

objective value of the problem. This concludes the proof. �
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EC.8. Proofs of Statements in Sections 5

The following lemma shows that, in a manner paralleling the risk averse case, Problem (QPKr ) can

be considerably simplified by eliminating the dependence of S(ι) on ι, by dropping the “indifferent”

scenarios, and by replacing the strict inequalities in the set U(ι,s) by their loose counterparts. It

is needed in the proof of Theorem 4.

Lemma EC.1. Problem (QPKr ) is equivalent to

minimize
ι∈CK

max
s∈S̃K

min
x∈R

max
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

{
max
x′∈R

u>x′−u>x
}
, (P̃Kr )

in the sense that the two problems have the same optimal objective value and the same sets of

optimal solutions.

Proof of Lemma EC.1 The proof parallels exactly the proof of Lemma 1 and can thus be

omitted. �

Proof of Theorem 4 We work with the equivalent reformulation (P̃Kr ) of (QPKr ), see

Lemma EC.1 and use a reduction from Partition, as in the proof of Theorem 1. We aim to reduce

the partition problem to evaluating the objective function of an instance of Problem (P̃Kr ). For

convenience, we work with the negative of the objective function of Problem (P̃Kr ) given by

minimize
s∈S̃K

max
x∈R

min
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

{
min
x′∈R

u>x−u>x′
}
.

To this end, fix an instance (n,w,W ) of the partition problem. Set Γ = 0, J = 2n+ 3, K = n, and

U0 =



u∈R2n+3 : ui ∈ [0,1] ∀i∈ {1, . . . , n}
un+i = ui− 0.5 ∀i∈ {1, . . . , n}
u2n+1 ∈ [0,1]

u2n+2 ∈ [−1,1]

u2n+3 = 0.5


.

Also, for each κ∈K, let ικ1 = eκ and ικ2 = e2n+3. Then, given a choice s∈ S̃K , we have

ŨΓ(ι,s) =

u∈ U0 : uκ ≥ 0.5 ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

uκ ≤ 0.5 ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1

 .

Finally, we define the recommendation set R ⊆ RJ through R = {x1,x2}, where x1 =

(w>,0>,−W,0,0)> and x2 = (0>,−w>,W,2W,0)>. For any fixed s∈ S̃K , define

Z(s) := max
x∈R

min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

min
x′∈R

{
u>x−u>x′

}
.
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Then, we have

Z(s) = max
x∈R

min

{
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x−x1), min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x−x2)

}
= max

[
min

{
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x1−x1), min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x1−x2)

}
,

min

{
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x2−x1), min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x2−x2)

}]
= max

[
min

{
0, min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x1−x2)

}
, min

{
min

u∈Ũ(ι,s)
u>(x2−x1), 0

}]
.

Next, observe that

min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

u>(x1−x2)

= min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

n∑
i=1

uiwi +
n∑
i=1

un+iwi− 2u2n+1W − 2u2n+2W + 0 ·u2n+3

= min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

n∑
i=1

(2ui− 0.5)wi− 2W − 2W

= min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

n∑
i=1

2uiwi−W − 2W − 2W

=
∑

κ∈K:sκ=1

wκ−W − 4W

≤ 0.

Similarly, it holds that

min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

u>(x2−x1)

= min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

n∑
i=1

−uiwi +
n∑
i=1

−un+iwi + 2u2n+1W + 2u2n+2W − 0 ·u2n+3

= min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

n∑
i=1

−(2ui− 0.5)wi + 0− 2W

= min
u∈Ũ(ι,s)

n∑
i=1

−2(ui− 0.5)wi−W + 0− 2W − 2W + 2W

=
∑

κ∈K:sκ=1

−wκ +W − 4W

≤ 0.

Therefore,

Z(s) = max

{ ∑
κ∈K:sκ=1

wκ−W,
∑

κ∈K:sκ=1

−wκ +W

}
− 4W

≥ −4W.

Now, we claim that we are given a “yes” instance of Partition if and only the objective value

of ι in the constructed instance of Problem (Q̃P
K

u ) is −4W . To this end, note that the objective

value of ι is given by

minimize
s∈S̃K

Z(s) (EC.17)
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and is lower bounded by −4W . If there exists X ⊂A such that
∑

i∈X wi =W , then the solution

s ∈ S̃K defined through sκ = 1 if κ ∈ X , =−1 else, κ ∈ K, attains an objective value of −4W in

Problem (EC.17). Conversely, if the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.17) is −4W , then the

set X = {κ∈A : sκ = 1} is such that
∑

i∈X wi =W and the claim follows. This concludes the proof

of the second item. �

The following Lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 5.

Lemma EC.2. Problem (P̃Kr ) is equivalent to the following finite program

minimize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

α(x′,s) ∈RK− , β(x′,s) ∈RM− , µ(x′,s) ∈R+

τ ≥ b>β(x′,s) + Γµ(x′,s)∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )α(x′,s)

κ +B>β(x′,s) =x′−xs

α(x′,s) +µ(x′,s)e≥ 0


∀s∈ S̃K , ∀x′ ∈R,

(EC.18)

where ι denotes the queries to make and xs the items to recommend in response scenario s∈ S̃K.

Proof of Lemma EC.2 In a way that parallels the proof of Observation EC.1, it can be readily

shown that Problem (P̃Kr ) is equivalent to

minimize
ι∈CK

min
xs∈R:

s∈S̃K

max
s∈S̃K

max
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

{
max
x′∈R

u>x′−u>xs
}
.

The above problem can be written in epigraph form equivalently as

minimize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

τ ≥ max
s∈S̃K

max
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

max
x′∈R

u>(x′−xs),

which is in turn equivalent to

minimize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

τ ≥ max
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

u>(x′−xs) ∀s∈ S̃K , ∀x′ ∈R.
(EC.19)
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Fix s∈ S̃K , τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, and x′ ∈R and consider the associated maximization subproblem

in the constraints of the above problem. This reads

maximize u>(x′−xs)
subject to u∈RJ , ε∈RK+

u>[sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )] + εκ ≥ 0 ∀κ∈K

Bu≥ b
e>ε≤ Γ.

Its dual is expressible as

minimize b>β(x′,s) + Γµ(x′,s)

subject to α(x′,s) ∈RK− , β(x′,s) ∈RM− , µ(x′,s) ∈R+∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )α(x′,s)

κ +B>βs =x′−xs

α(x′,s) +µ(x′,s)e≥ 0.

Following a proof strategy similar to that taken in the proof of Lemma 2, it can be shown that the

optimal objective values of the primal-dual pair above are always equal (even when the primal is

infeasible). Replacing each maximization subproblem in Problem (EC.19) with its dual yields the

equivalent formulation

minimize τ

subject to τ ∈R, ι∈ CK , xs ∈R, s∈ S̃K

α(x′,s) ∈RK− , β(x′,s) ∈RM− , µ(x′,s) ∈R+

τ ≥ b>β(x′,s) + Γµ(x′,s)∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )α(x′,s)

κ +B>β(x′,s) =x′−xs

α(x′,s) +µ(x′,s)e≥ 0


∀s∈ S̃K , ∀x′ ∈R.

(EC.20)

This concludes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 5 The proof follows directly from Lemma EC.2 by following an approach

similar to that taken in the Proof of Theorem 2 and is thus omitted. �

We introduce the following problem which is needed in the proof of Theorem EC.1. Given

variables (τ, ι) feasible in the main problem, we define the (x′,s)th subproblem, x′ ∈R, s ∈ S̃K ,

through

minimize 0

subject to α∈RK− , β ∈RM− , µ∈R+, x∈R
τ ≥ b>β+ Γµ∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )ακ +B>β = x′−x

α+µe≥ 0.

(CCGsub,(x′,s)
mmr (τ, ι))
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The following proposition and lemma are needed in the proof of Theorem EC.1.

Proposition EC.2. Let ι be feasible in the relaxed master problem (CCGmain
r (S ′)). Then, ι is

feasible in Problem (P̃Kr ) and the objective value of ι in Problem (P̃Kr ) is given by the optimal

objective value of Problem (CCGfeas
r (ι)). Moreover, if the set R has fixed finite cardinality, then

Problem (CCGfeas
r (ι)) is a mixed-binary linear program of size polynomial in the size of the input.

Proof of Proposition EC.2 Since ι is feasible in Problem (CCGmain
r (S ′)), it follows that ι ∈

CK . Thus, ι is feasible in Problem (P̃Kr ). It remains to show that for any given ι ∈ CK , Prob-

lems (CCGfeas
r (ι)) and

max
s∈S̃K

min
x∈R

max
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

{
max
x′∈R

u>x′−u>x
}

(EC.21)

have the same optimal objective value. To this end, fix ι ∈ CK . Using an epigraph reformulation,

we can write Problem (EC.21) equivalently as

maximize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K

θ ≤ min
x∈R

max
u∈ŨΓ(ι,s)

max
x′∈R

u>x′−u>x,
(EC.22)

and thus as
maximize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K ,
x′,x ∈R, ux ∈ ŨΓ(ι,s) ∀x∈R
θ ≤ (ux)>(x′,x−x) ∀x∈R.

By definition of ŨΓ(ι,s), the above problem can be written as

maximize θ

subject to θ ∈R, s∈ S̃K

x′,x ∈R, ux ∈ U0, εx ∈ EΓ ∀x∈R
θ ≤ (ux)>(x′,x−x) ∀x∈R
(ux)>(xιk −xι′k) ≥ −εxκ ∀κ∈K : sκ = 1

(ux)>(xιk −xι′k) ≤ εxκ ∀κ∈K : sκ =−1

 ∀x∈R.

The claim then follows by rewriting the logical constraints above as linear constraints using a

“big-M” constant. �

Lemma EC.3. The relaxed master problem (CCGmain
r (S ′)) is always feasible. If (CCGmain

r (S ′)) is

solvable, let (τ, ι,{α(x′,s),β(x′,s)}x′∈R,s∈S′ ,{xs}s∈S′) be an optimal solution. Else, if (CCGmain
r (S ′))

is unbounded, set τ =−∞ and let ι ∈ CK be such that (CCGmain
r (S ′)) is unbounded when ι is fixed

to that value. Moreover, let (θ,{ux,x′,x}x∈R,s) be optimal in Problem (CCGfeas
r (ι)). Then, the

following hold:
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(i) θ≥ τ ;

(ii) If θ= τ , then Problem (CCGsub,(x′,s)
mmr (τ, ι)) is feasible for all x′ ∈R and s∈ S̃K;

(iii) If θ > τ , then there exists x′ ∈ R such that the pair (x′,s) corresponds to an infeasible sub-

problem, i.e., Problem (CCGsub,(x′,s)
mmr (τ, ι)) is infeasible.

Proof of Lemma EC.3 (i) By virtue of Proposition EC.2, θ yields an upper bound to the

optimal value of the Problem (P̃Kr ). At the same time, since R̃ ⊆R and S ′ ⊆ S̃K , it is evident

that τ is a lower bound on the optimal objective value of Problem (P̃Kr ). Therefore, θ≥ τ .

(ii) Suppose that θ = τ and that there exists x′ ∈ R and s ∈ S̃K such that Prob-

lem (CCGsub,(x′,s)
mmr (τ, ι)) is infeasible. This implies that Problem (CCGmain

u (S ′)) is solvable and

that τ is strictly smaller than the optimal objective value of

minimize b>β+ Γµ

subject to α∈RK− , β ∈RM− , µ∈R+, x∈R∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )ακ +B>β = x′−x

α+µe≥ 0.

(EC.23)

An inspection of the proof of Proposition EC.2 reveals that Problems (CCGfeas
r (ι)) and (EC.21)

are equivalent. An inspection of the proof of Lemma EC.2 shows that Problem (EC.21) is

equivalent to

maximize
x′∈R, s∈S̃K

min b>β+ Γµ

s. t. α∈RK− , β ∈RM− , µ∈R+, x∈R∑
κ∈K

sκ (xι
κ
1 −xικ2 )ακ +B>β=x′−x

α+µe≥ 0.

(EC.24)

Thus, Problems (CCGfeas
r (ι)) and (EC.24) are equivalent and Problem (EC.24) has an optimal

value of θ. This implies that τ < θ, a contradiction.

(iii) Suppose θ > τ and let (x′,s) be defined as in the premise of the lemma. Then, the proof of

item (ii) reveals that s is optimal in (EC.21) with associated optimal value θ. This implies

that s is such that the optimal objective value of Problem (EC.23) is strictly greater than τ ,

so that the (x′,s)th subproblem (CCGsub,(x′,s)
mmr (τ, ι)) is infeasible, which concludes the proof.

All claims are thus proved.

�

Proof of Theorem EC.1 The proof mirrors the proof of Theorem 3 and is thus omitted in the

interest of space. �


